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Abstract
Conventional approaches to the measurement of income-poverty require the ability to
identify the poor by reference to a specified poverty line. On the face of it, it may
appear to be unproblematic to specify such a poverty line. There are, however,
analytical and conceptual difficulties entailed in the identification exercise of poverty
measurement, and many of these difficulties have to do with the determination of the
appropriate space in which to seek invariance of the poverty standard in terms of
which poverty comparisons can be effected. These conceptual niggles have been a
feature of the actual experience of the evolution of money-metric poverty lines in
concrete historical settings. This essay reviews and critically interprets the Indian
experience of poverty estimation with specific reference to the identification problem
as it has been addressed in the country in the last fifty or so years. The essay also
briefly engages with aspects of the record, in this regard, of the United States Federal
Government’s poverty thresholds and the World Bank’s international poverty lines.
An attempt is made to locate the analytical basis of the conceptual difficulties
informing the identification exercise, and to relate this to the confusions and
controversies that have attended many of the actual efforts in India and elsewhere to
assess the magnitudes, spatial distribution, and temporal trends of money-metric
poverty. Finally, the essay also advances an alternative practical proposal for the
measurement of poverty which avoids the identification exercise altogether, and
incorporates within itself aspects of the notions of both relative inequality and
inclusive growth. This approach is certainly not exempt from conceptual difficulties
of its own. It is, nevertheless, worth asking if the directness and simplicity of this
alternative prescription, combined with the conceptual and practical difficulties which
also inform the conventional approach to the identification problem, may constitute
grounds for submitting the proposal to at least a preliminary consideration. It remains
to add that this essay draws very heavily on earlier work done by the author on its
subject of enquiry.
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IDENTIFYING THE INCOME-POOR: SOME CONTROVERSIES IN INDIA AND ELSEWHERE

S. Subramanian

1. INTRODUCTION

As is well-known, the measurement of income-poverty revolves around two exercises, those of ‘identification’ and ‘aggregation’. The identification problem is concerned with stipulating a level of income or consumption expenditure as a ‘poverty line’ such that those below this line are certified to be poor. The aggregation problem is concerned with combining information on the distribution of income and the poverty line with a view to coming up with a single real number that is supposed to measure the extent of poverty that obtains. Possibly the simplest real-valued measure of poverty available is the so-called ‘headcount ratio’, which is just the proportion of the population living below the poverty line. Insofar as the aggregation problem is concerned, the present paper’s engagement in this regard will be confined only to the headcount ratio.

The paper’s principal concern will be with the identification of the poor in terms of a money-metric poverty threshold. The identification and aggregation exercises are, of course, crucially linked, in the straightforward sense that what poverty line we employ will have implications for both the magnitude and trend of the measure of poverty we choose to employ. It is, indeed, precisely because of this link that the choice of poverty line is such a salient aspect of the overall poverty measurement exercise: issues of ‘fact’, policy, interest, and ideology are all therefore implicated in the identification exercise. One must, arising from this, expect the identification component of the poverty measurement exercise to be attended by disputation and controversy – as indeed has been the case, in India and elsewhere.

The focus, in this paper, will be primarily on the Indian experience, with some references to money-metric identification as reflected in the official United States approach to estimating poverty and in the World Bank’s global poverty estimates. The attempt here will be largely to provide a broad perspective on the facts and issues involved, without resort to any minute exploration of matters of detail. The Indian experience will be reviewed mainly in relation to official efforts at addressing the identification problem, together with a brief treatment of (especially) early
engagement with the problem by academicians. The attempt will be to appraise the experience as it has obtained in the 1960s and 1970s, the 1980s, the 1990s, and thereafter. The American experience will be dealt with extremely briefly, and the World Bank approach will also be described, mainly with a view to elucidating a certain commonality of conceptual problems presiding over these various exercises. An attempt will be made to locate the controversies in a theoretical assessment of the appropriate space in which poverty is most sensibly assessed. In view of the various conceptual and practical difficulties associated with the identification problem, the question will be (tentatively) raised as to whether extant protocols of poverty measurement could be replaced by an approach that merely monitors the rate of growth of the average income of the poorest 20 per cent of a population - what Kaushik Basu (2001, 2006) has called the ‘quintile income’.

It should be noted that the present paper is essentially an effort at putting together various earlier treatments of the subject by the present author. It is written in the expectation that a consolidated essay on the topic might be of interest and use to a student seeking exposure to the issues involved. In the nature of things, this piece draws very heavily – and often enough without benefit of quotation marks – on a number of the author’s earlier works, notably Subramanian (1987, 1990, 1997, 2005, 2009, 2010).


One of the earliest attempts at identifying a poverty line for India is contained in a paper circulated by the Perspective Planning Division (PPD) of the Union Planning Commission (Planning Commission 1962). This document (‘Perspective of Development: 1961-1976’) indicates that a Working Group set up by the Government of India recommended, in July 1962, a national standard of consumption expenditure of Rs.20 per person per month at 1960-61 prices as a ‘bare minimum’. To allow for price differentials between the rural and urban areas, the national standard for the latter was fixed at Rs.25 per person per month. (This, given an overall norm of Rs.20 and the rural and urban population shares, implied a rural poverty line of Rs.18.90.) The basis for these figures has never been quite clearly articulated (as was noted by Rudra 1974), though the Perspective Planning Division’s document does suggest that a balanced diet prescribed by the Nutrition Advisory Committee of the Indian Council of Medical research may have played a determining role.
Indeed, the PPD document offers, in effect, a candid admission of the amount of poverty India could officially ‘afford’ at the time, when it observes that ‘…the balanced diet recommended by the Nutrition Advisory Committee together with a modest standard of consumption for other items would cost approximately Rs.35 per head. By itself, this is by no means a high standard. But at present less than 20 per cent of our people can afford it’ (Planning Commission 1962, reprinted, p.17, in Srinivasan and Bardhan 1974). The implication is quite clear. A poverty line of Rs.35 per person per month would have plunged 80 per cent of the Indian population into poverty: wiser counsels advocated a more modest norm of Rs.20 per person per month (which itself, however, succeeded in accommodating about 60 per cent of the population in a condition of deprivation). There is an element of déjà vu in this when we consider a finding advanced in the Report of the National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS) forty-seven years after the PPD document of 1962 (Government of India 2009). The finding is that if one were to treat Rs.20 per person per day at 2004-05 prices as a working norm for a minimum standard of living, then the proportion of the population in poverty would be 77 per cent – massively in excess of the official estimate of (roughly) 27 per cent based on the official poverty line of (roughly) Rs.12 per person per day at 2004-05 prices.

Figures such as the ones reported above confirm that one’s estimates of poverty – and therefore the urgency with which one views the poverty problem and the programmes and policies one would advocate for its redress on the basis of one’s perception – are seriously dependent on how one chooses to solve the identification problem. It is no surprise then that the early seventies were a period of intense controversy, amongst academic practitioners, on the subject of an acceptable minimum standard of living in terms of a money-metric. The interested reader is referred to a number of contributions to the debate of that period, including (though far from exhaustively) the work of Minhas (1970, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c), Bardhan (1970, 1971, 1973), Bhatt (1974), and Rudra (1974). It is no accident, but rather a reflection of the mood of the times, that the title of one of Minhas’ papers (Minhas 1971c) was ‘Rural Poverty, Numbers Games and Polemics’.

An attempt to link a money-metric poverty norm with a norm of nutritional adequacy was explicitly undertaken in the work of Dandekar and Rath (1971). Combining National Sample Survey data on the distributions of both consumption expenditure and calorific consumption by expenditure size-classes, they determined
that a nutritional norm of 2250 kilocalories per person per day was achieved at a consumption expenditure level of Rs.14.20 per person per month in the rural areas and Rs.22.60 per person per month in the urban areas, at 1960-61 prices. One can see that the rural norm of Rs.18.90 suggested earlier by the Working Group far exceeds the Dandekar-Rath figure. To achieve greater proximity with the Working Group’s rural standard, Dandekar and Rath settled on a rural poverty line of Rs.15 per person per month; and they also rounded off the urban standard to Rs.22.50 per person per month.

The Dandekar-Rath norms came to acquire a certain standing in the Indian poverty literature, so that by the time Ahluwalia was estimating rural poverty in India, he was able to refer to the Rs.15 norm as having achieved ‘…a well-established pedigree…’ (Ahluwalia 1978, p.279). A similar acceptance – as we shall shortly see - came to characterize the norms advanced by a 1979 Task Force. In the context of inequality measurement, Shorrocks (2005) refers to a certain tendency amongst practitioners to hold on to particular formulations and indices for reasons which he traces to ‘inertia’ and ‘network’ effects. This would appear to be true also for poverty identification norms – one more example of how what is generally believed to have the force of ‘scientific validity’ is no more than a matter of a tacitly achieved consensus amongst a group of ‘experts’.

3. THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE: THE 1980s

The issue of specifying money-metric poverty norms for India was addressed again in 1979 in a Union Planning Commission Report of the Task Force on Projections of Minimum Needs and Effective Consumption Demand (Planning Commission 1979), as part of a Sixth (1978-83) Plan exercise. While the major focus of the Task Force was on projecting effective consumption demand, it also laid the groundwork for an identification methodology which was to hold sway for a considerable period of time thereafter.

In identifying consumption expenditure poverty norms for India, the Task Force employed a nutritional norm of 2435 (rounded off to 2400) kilocalories per person per day in the rural areas, and a norm of 2095 (rounded off to 2100) kilocalories per person per day in the urban areas. These were average figures based on calorie allowances recommended by a Nutrition Expert Group in 1968. This Group had prescribed age-, sex-, and activity-specific allowances, and by employing the age-
sex-occupation population structure for 1982-83, the Task Force was able to come up with an ‘average’ requirement of calories for what one might call a ‘representative’ Indian, in each of the rural and urban areas of the country. These are the 2400 kilocalories (rural) and 2100 kilocalories (urban) nutritional norms referred to above.

The National Sample Survey Organization periodically publishes surveys on consumption expenditure (quinquennially from 1973-74 on). Households are ranked in terms of per capita consumption expenditure, and the distributional data are presented in grouped form: for each size-class interval of consumption expenditure, one has information on both the average level of expenditure and the proportion of the population in that size class. Indeed, within each size class, data are available on both the quantity and value of each of a number of food and nonfood items of consumption. Employing appropriate conversion factors for the food items, it is possible to estimate the average value of calorific consumption within each expenditure size-class interval. Effectively, therefore, what is available to one is a distribution of both consumption expenditure and calorific consumption according to expenditure groups.

For 1973-74, the Task Force, employing the above two sets of data, resorted to inverse linear interpolation in order to determine the level of monthly consumption expenditure, on average, at which the rural and urban calorific norms of 2100 kilocalories and 2400 kilocalories per person per day were met. These turned out to be, respectively, Rs.49.09 for the rural areas and Rs.56.64 for the urban areas at 1973-74 prices. It was determined, on this basis, that the rural (respectively, urban) poverty line could be taken to be a consumption expenditure level of Rs.49.09 (respectively, Rs.56.56) per person per month.

A somewhat stylized exposition of what is involved in the above exercise is spelt out in what follows. The objective is to point to some difficulties that can arise even if we were to confine the scope of our criticism only to the ‘internal’ jurisdiction of the methodology employed. Among other things, it appears that a commonly supposed feature of this methodology is that it furnishes a lower bound on the proportion of the population in calorific deficit – a supposition that may not be well-founded. Table 1 furnishes some hypothetical unit data on consumption expenditure and calorific consumption for a population of ten persons. The cumulative distribution function \(F(x)\) of expenditure is plotted in Figure 1. One can now present the unit data in table 1 in grouped form: Table 2 performs this task, for a particular size-
classification of expenditure; and in Figure 2, the average calorie figures (last row of Table 2) are plotted against the average expenditure levels (Row 2 of Table 2), to yield the calories-expenditure graph.

**Table 1: Hypothetical Unit Data on Consumption Expenditure and Calorie Consumption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure level (Rs. x)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calorie Consumption (kilocalories c)</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Recasting the Data in Table 1 in grouped Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Class of Expenditure</th>
<th>(0,20]</th>
<th>(20,40]</th>
<th>(40,60]</th>
<th>(60,80]</th>
<th>(80,100]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of persons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average consumption Expenditure ((\bar{x}))</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Calorie Consumption ((\bar{c}))</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the calorific norm employed is 2400 kilocalories, then from Figure 2 we can (by inverting the axes) read off the corresponding expenditure level as Rs.75. Figure 1 then tells us that the proportion of the population with expenditure less than Rs.75 is 70 per cent. However, notice from Table 1 that only (the first) six individuals have calorie consumption less than 2400 kilocalories: the proportion in calorific deficit is only 60 per cent. That is, the method under discussion does not yield a lower bound on the headcount ratio of those under nutritional stress. Indeed, a necessary condition for the method to work would be the requirement of a one-to-one monotonic relationship between calorie consumption and expenditure level, that is, only when, for all persons \(j\) and \(k\), \(c_j > c_k\) holds if and only if \(x_j > x_k\) holds. Indeed, one would imagine that in order to obtain the headcount ratio of those in calorific deficit the straightforward procedure would be for one to directly access the cumulative distribution function of calorie consumption across individuals.
These difficulties, among others, are in fact actually acknowledged in a 1984 Report of the Study Group on the Concepts and Estimation of Poverty Line (Planning Commission 1984). Indeed, the Study Group reported that an application of the methodology just described to the 1977-78 NSSO Consumption Expenditure data
revealed the following: the proportion of the rural population below the money-metric poverty line was 51.5 per cent while the proportion of the population below the nutritional norm of 2400 kilocalories was 57.8 percent, with the corresponding figures for the urban areas being 29.7 per cent and 49.3 per cent respectively (Table-B in Planning Commission 1984). Such mismatches make it hard to give meaningful content to the notion that the money-metric poverty lines have been anchored in nutritional norms. The Study Group examined the data on the joint distribution of the population according to both consumption expenditure and calorie consumption size-classes; a bi-variate log-normal distribution fitted to these data yielded the expenditure norm corresponding to the stipulated calorific norm. Employing these expenditure norms for each of the rural and urban areas separately, the Study Group noted that the proportion of the population in expenditure deprivation was very close in magnitude to the proportion of the population in calorific deficiency. It is also noted that in the rural (respectively, urban) areas, four-fifths (respectively, three-fourths) of those classified as expenditure-poor were also nutritionally deprived, suggesting a relatively small misclassification of the nutritionally un-stressed as poor in relation to the expenditure norm. Arising from these findings, the Study Group recommended that the money-metric poverty lines be derived by fitting a bi-variate log-normal distribution to the joint classification of the population by consumption expenditure and calorie consumption. It is not clear if this recommendation was guided by any theoretical considerations over and above the heuristic case, just discussed, in its favour.

Four other salient recommendations made by the Study Group are the following. First, the Group suggested that the nutritional norms should be changed over time to reflect the varying age-sex-occupation composition of the population; second, that the expenditure poverty line should be fixed afresh every five years on the basis of the NSSO’s quinquennial data on consumption expenditure and calorific consumption (a recommendation that was never officially implemented and one which, as we shall see later, has been championed by Utsa Patnaik 2004, 2007); third, that the poverty lines for the years between two successive NSSO surveys be obtained by ‘updating’ the poverty line corresponding to the earlier survey by a suitable price index; and fourth, that a practice that had been initiated by the Planning Commission of ‘adjusting’ the NSSO consumption expenditure distribution be continued. The ‘adjustment’ in question was prompted by the observation that the mean consumption
expenditure as reported by the NSS consumption surveys was lower than the mean consumption as reported by the Central Statistical Organization’s (CSO’s) National Accounts Statistics (NAS), and that the two means were diverging over time: the Planning Commission therefore decided to scale the NSSO distribution up, uniformly, by a scale factor given by the ratio of the CSO mean to the NSS mean. The divergence between estimates of National Accounts means and Income/Expenditure Survey means, in a number of countries, has also proved to be an issue in the estimation of country-specific and global poverty rates. It is therefore a problem that deserves some independent examination, as is undertaken, for the Indian context, in the following section.

4. THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE IN THE 1980s, WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO POVERTY STATISTICS AND THE RULES OF ARITHMETIC†

The identification problem, as we have seen, requires us to be able to classify any individual as poor or non-poor. The individual’s poverty status would depend on (a) her income, and (b) the stipulated poverty line. One can see – and this observation is made in a matter-of-fact and not necessarily cynical spirit – that, in principle, poverty statistics can be manipulated by manipulating either an individual’s income or the poverty line or both. Here, I will examine a particular application of this proposition to certain estimates of poverty that were put out in Volume 1 of the Seventh Five Year Plan 1985-90 (Planning Commission 1985).

According to the Seventh Plan estimates, there was a considerable decline in the proportion of the population in (money-metric) poverty between the years 1977-78 and 1983-84. The all-India headcount ratio of poverty was reported to have declined, over this period, from 48.3 per cent to 37.4 per cent, this being a product of a decline in the rural ratio from 51.2 per cent to 40.4 per cent, and in the urban ratio from 38.2 per cent to 28.1 per cent. A good part of this apparent success in combating poverty was attributed to the implementation of poverty-alleviation schemes such as the Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP), the National Rural Employment Programme (NREP) and the Rural Landless Employment Generation Programme (RLEGP). A vigilant citizenry should be interested in knowing what is

† This section and Appendix 1 draw very heavily on Subramanian (1987).
predominantly behind such claimed successes – specific programmes and policies of the state, or just the arithmetic underlying poverty statistics.

In this context, it is appropriate to state the (admittedly self-evident) proposition that each of the magnitude and the trend of the headcount ratio is a function of the poverty line selected, the price deflator chosen, and the distribution employed for computing the headcount ratio. In much of the academic literature of the 1970s – as in the earlier cited works of scholars such as Dandekar and Rath, Ahluwalia, and Bardhan – it was customary to employ a rural poverty line (which could be called a ‘conventional’ poverty line) of Rs.15 per capita per month at 1960-61 prices; to ‘update’ this poverty line to levels at current prices by employing the Consumer Price Index of Agricultural Labourers (CPIAL); and to rely, for distributional information, on the NSSO data on the distribution of consumption expenditure. In all three of these matters, the Planning Commission’s poverty calculations were based on differing considerations.

Specifically, the Planning Commission employed a rural poverty line of Rs.49.09 per person per month at 1973-74 prices (corresponding, as we have seen earlier, to the consumer expenditure level at which a nutritional norm of 2400 kilocalories per person per day was observed to be realized, so this could be called a ‘nutritional’ poverty line). This poverty line was updated to a current prices poverty line by employing the Central Statistical Organization’s (CSO) final private consumption deflator. In the matter of the expenditure distribution employed by the Commission, the latter ‘adjusted’ the NSSO distribution by scaling it up uniformly by a factor given by the ratio of the CSO mean to the NSS mean, a procedure that has been referred to towards the end of the preceding section.

It turns out that whether we use the CPIAL or the CSO price index, the nutritional poverty line is higher than the conventional one at 1960-61 prices. The implication of this for the magnitude of the headcount ratio is obvious from the following trivial proposition:

**Proposition 4.1.** Other things being equal, the higher the poverty line, the larger is the headcount ratio.

It is to be noted that the CSO price index rose by a factor of 1.23 from 1973-74 to 1977-78 and by a factor of 2.07 from 1973-74 to 1983-84, while the
corresponding figures for the CPIAL price index were lower, at 1.14 and 1.84 respectively. On the other hand, the CSO index rose by a factor of 3.04 from 1960-61 to 1977-78 and by a factor of 5.11 from 1960-61 to 1983-84, while the corresponding figures for CPIAL were higher, at 3.23 and 5.22 respectively. The implications of this for the magnitude of the headcount ratio, and how this will vary with what combination of poverty line and price deflator is chosen, are immediately apparent from the following very simple proposition:

**Proposition 4.2.** From one time-period to another, the greater the proportionate increase in the price index, the larger is the magnitude of the headcount ratio in the terminal time-period, other things remaining the same.

Finally, one needs to examine the consumer expenditure distribution employed by the Planning Commission for its poverty calculations. Here the observation is inescapable that the Commission tended to rely on rough-and-ready, not to say downright simplistic, assumptions. Specifically, the only available source of data on the distribution of consumption expenditure in India is the NSSO Survey data (published quinquennially from 1973-74 on). As noted in the preceding section, the NSS distribution’s mean has in general tended to be lower than the mean reported by the CSO’s National Accounts Statistics. The Commission was probably right in judging that the CSO mean is a rather better representation of the ‘true’ picture than is the NSS mean. But to infer, as the Commission did, that a fair representation of the ‘true’ distribution is obtained by simply scaling the NSS distribution up by a factor equal to the ratio of the CSO mean to the NSS mean appears to be a dubious procedure: for note that any number of widely differing distributions are compatible with a given mean. Under the circumstances, to assume, in effect, that the NSS distribution understates each person’s expenditure level by the same factor by which the NSS mean understates the CSO mean would seem to commit oneself to a drastically gross simplification, and one that surely demanded less precipitate acceptance given the seriousness of the context – that of intertemporal poverty calculations – than was apparently forthcoming.

How poverty estimates would be affected by employing ‘adjusted’ expenditure distributions (‘adjusted’ for the difference between the NSS and the CSO means) requires a bit of working out. The exercise is aided by a consideration of
certain tendencies which allow themselves to be summarized as ‘stylized facts’ in a way that would enable an analytical derivation of what the ‘adjustment’ of a distribution implies for the magnitudes and trends in the headcount ratio. Since the exercise is mildly technical, it has been relegated to an Appendix of the paper. The argument spelt out in Appendix 1 enables us to advance the following Proposition, stated here exactly as in the Appendix:

Proposition 4.3. Under the conditions discussed in Appendix 1, and other things remaining equal, (i) the headcount ratios corresponding to the `adjusted’ expenditure distributions will be smaller than those corresponding to the NSS distributions; and (ii) the proportionate decline over two time periods of the headcount ratio will be greater for the `adjusted’ than for the NSS distributions.

Given that there are at least two poverty lines (the conventional and the nutritional); at least two price deflators (the CPIAL and the CSO private consumption); and at least two expenditure distributions (the NSS and the `adjusted’): we are in a position to generate at least eight (= 2³) variants – each variant corresponding to a particular combination of poverty line, price deflator and expenditure vector. Table 3 presents the headcount ratios in 1977-78 and 1983-84, and the proportionate decline in the headcount ratio over the period 1977-78 to 1983-84 for each of the eight variants.

Given Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, we can see from Table 3 that our prior expectations are fully confirmed. First, note that for the variants in the pairs 1 and 3, 2 and 4, 5 and 7, and 6 and 8, the headcount ratio corresponding to the nutritional poverty line is always greater than that corresponding to the conventional poverty line. Next, for the variants in the pairs 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant No.</th>
<th>Poverty Line</th>
<th>Price Deflator</th>
<th>Expenditure Distribution</th>
<th>Headcount Ratio in 1977-78 (per cent)</th>
<th>Headcount Ratio in 1983-84 (per cent)</th>
<th>Per cent decline in Headcount ratio from 1977-78 to 1983-84</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>CPIAL</td>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>41.25</td>
<td>35.93</td>
<td>12.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>36.39</td>
<td>34.22</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Nutritional</td>
<td>CPIAL</td>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>52.91</td>
<td>47.45</td>
<td>10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nutritional</td>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>58.90</td>
<td>56.45</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>CPIAL</td>
<td>Adjusted</td>
<td>34.12</td>
<td>21.57</td>
<td>36.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Adjusted</td>
<td>29.45</td>
<td>20.12</td>
<td>31.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Nutritional</td>
<td>CPIAL</td>
<td>Adjusted</td>
<td>45.79</td>
<td>32.11</td>
<td>29.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nutritional</td>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Adjusted</td>
<td>51.20</td>
<td>40.40</td>
<td>21.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


only the price deflator varies. In line with Proposition 2, the headcount ratio corresponding to the CPIAL deflator is greater than that corresponding to the CSO deflator when the *conventional* poverty line is used – and just the converse when the *nutritional* line is used. Finally, for the variants in the pairs 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 7, and 4 and 8, only the distribution employed differs. In line with Proposition 3, the headcount ratio corresponding to the adjusted distribution is always lower than that corresponding to the NSS distribution; further, the proportionate *decline* in the headcount ratio is always greater when the distribution employed is the `adjusted’ one. This last result is the one which is of immediate interest in the context of the present discussion.

The variant that appears to have been most widely used in the Indian poverty literature of the time is variant 1. The variant employed by the Planning Commission is variant 8. Variant 8 differs from Variant 1 in respect of all three factors – the
poverty line, the price deflator and the distribution – on which the magnitude of the headcount ratio depends. The net effect on the magnitude and behaviour of the headcount ratio over time is difficult to predict a priori, when all three factors are allowed to vary simultaneously. But the numbers in Table 3 seem to suggest that variant 8 is a politic choice: it reflects a sort of optimum decision in favour of the greatest decline in the headcount ratio that is compatible with absolute levels of the ratio that are not immediately and obviously unbelievable.

Propositions 1, 2 and 3 reveal what one may expect – from purely logical prior considerations – that poverty statistics will exhibit, without necessarily any knowledge of what is actually happening to poverty, as such. Table 3 shows that depending on what combination of poverty line, price deflator and expenditure distribution we may be disposed to favour – the headcount ratio could vary from 29 per cent to 59 per cent in 1977-78, and from 20 per cent to 56 per cent in 1983-84; further, the proportionate decline in the headcount ratio from 1977-78 to 1983-84 could vary from 4 per cent to 37 per cent.

In the end, numbers are brutes, governed by the inflexible laws of arithmetic; and when the numbers purport to describe what is happening to poverty in our economy, it might be as well to keep at least one eye cocked on the rules of arithmetic. One should not be blamed for developing a disposition toward poverty statistics that parallels the disposition of Lord Ickenham toward the Duke of Dunstable (both characters in a P. G. Wodehouse novel): ‘It is not that I don’t trust you Dunstable, it is simply that I don’t trust you.’

5. THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE: THE 1990s AND EARLY 2000s

As the preceding section will have indicated, official approaches to the measurement of money-metric poverty in India were in no very happy state as the country entered the final decade of the millennium. The official cure for the official malady was yet another official Group – this time an Expert Group; and there is little to suggest that the Expert Group’s recommendations did very much to improve the overall credibility of official estimates of poverty. In any event, the Expert group did recommend at least one sensible measure, which was to discontinue the Planning Commission’s highly questionable practice of ‘adjusting’ the NSS consumption expenditure distribution along the lines discussed in the preceding section. In the interests of brevity, the focus here will be only on a few salient and quickly-

Apart from advocating a cessation of poverty calculations based on ‘adjusted’ distributions, the 1993 Expert Group expressed the following views:

(a) It endorsed the 1979 Task Force’s methodology whereby the rural and urban poverty lines were fixed, respectively, at Rs.49.09 and Rs.56.56 per person per month at 1973-74 prices;

(b) It suggested that 1973-74 be treated as the base year, and that the ‘base year’ poverty lines just mentioned be ‘updated’ for price changes over time (employing the Consumer Price Index of Agricultural Labourers in the rural areas and a combination of the Consumer Price Index of Industrial Workers and the Consumer Price Index of Non-Manual Employees in the urban areas);

(c) It advised that, as a corollary, the poverty line ought not to be calculated by a repeated application of the Task Force procedure to each new NSSO consumption expenditure survey (which, it may be recalled, is what the 1984 Study Group had recommended), on the grounds that this approach ‘…allows for changes in the consumption basket…[which] would not give results comparable overtime’ (Planning Commission 1993, pp.14-15; the theme of a required invariance of the poverty line consumption basket is repeated on p.16: ‘It may…be noted that any meaningful comparison, whether longitudinal or latitudinal, of incidence of poverty would require the use of same consumption basket associated with the given calorie norm’; again on p.32: ‘…we feel that the poverty line approach anchored in a calorie norm and associated with a fixed consumption basket may be continued’; and yet again on p.33: ‘Having decided to accept the minimum living standard for defining poverty line normatively, we feel that it should be applied uniformly to all parts of the country for assessing poverty. The commodity basket corresponding to this norm should be standardized at the national level and applied to all States.’); and

(d) It recommended that State-specific poverty lines be obtained by applying State-specific prices to the all-India 1973-74 poverty line commodity basket derived in accordance with the 1979 Task Force methodology.

It may be recalled that the 1984 Study Group had dwelt at some length on both (i) the divergences in the headcount ratios of the expenditure-deprived and the calorie-deprived populations, and (ii) the non-overlap between the populations of the expenditure-deprived and the calorie-deprived. Some effort was also made by this
Group to recommend a possible solution in terms of an expenditure poverty line to be derived from fitting a bivariate log-normal distribution to a joint classification of the population by consumption expenditure and calorie consumption. The 1993 Expert Group also takes note of these difficulties, as the following passage (Planning Commission 1993, p.56) suggests:

…[F]or 1977-78 … the percentages of persons below calorie norm but above poverty line were more or less the same as the percentages of persons below poverty line but above calorie norm. These percentages were between 12 and 13 for both, rural and urban areas. Due to this reason poverty ratios in 1977-78 would be more or less the same whether one adopted the calorie norm or the poverty line criterion. However, in 1983 there was a wide divergence between the percentage of those below calorie norm but above poverty line (28.29 per cent in rural areas) and the percentage of those below poverty line but above calorie norm (3.63 per cent in rural areas)…Divergences were similar in rural and urban areas. In 1987-88, the divergence increased further (36.37 per cent and 3.97 per cent)…Hence, the poverty estimates based on the two criteria are widely different.

If this was a cause of serious concern for the soundness of the methodology recommended by the Expert Group, there is no overwhelming evidence for such concern in the form, for instance, of a Report saturated with misgivings or helpful suggestions addressing these problems. For a considerable period of time, the 1993 Expert Group’s recommendations informed not only the official approach to estimating poverty, but also that of a number of independent scholars. In the fullness of time, and in accordance with the seasonal rites and rituals of State policy, the need for yet another Expert Group came to be Experienced. Thus was born in December 2005, by an Order of the Government of India, the next specialist team, whose Report of the Expert Group to Review the Methodology for Estimation of Poverty was submitted in November 2009 (Planning Commission 2009). But before dealing with the 2009 Expert Group’s recommendations, there is a case for a critical appraisal of the 1993 Group’s recommendations.

6. OFFICIAL POVERTY ESTIMATES 1973-74 TO 2004-05:
THE 1993 EXPERT GROUP’S METHODOLOGY RECONSIDERED

The 1993 Expert Group itself has noted, as we have seen, that the proportion of the rural population in calorie deficit classified as non-poor according to the

‡ This section and Appendix 2 are heavily dependent on Subramanian (2005).
expenditure poverty line rose significantly over time – from around 12 per cent in 1977-78 to around 28 per cent in 1983 to around 36 per cent in 1987-88. One would have expected the ‘calorie drift’ (a descriptive label that came to be attached to the phenomenon of a growing divergence between the inflation-adjusted expenditure poverty line and the level of expenditure at which the calorific norm was met) to occasion the Expert Group some misgiving about the apparent disconnect between the money-metric poverty line and the nutritional norm in which it was supposed to be ‘anchored’. The Group, however, seems merely to have noted the problem without addressing itself to any constructive resolution of it. The problem, in some considerable measure, would appear to have eluded also the attention of independent, non-official, practitioners – but not all such.

Rohini Nayyar (1991) was one of the first commentators to note that in years subsequent to 1973-74, the stipulated calorific norms were not being met at the official poverty lines put out by the Planning Commission. Suryanarayana (1996, 2000) noted a secular deterioration in cereal consumption, especially among the poorer classes, but again no known official cognizance was taken of his observations and the implications these clearly had for the identification exercise in poverty measurement. Meenakshi and Vishwanathan (2004) have also pointed to mis-matches between headcount ratios of the population in consumption expenditure deficiency and in calorific deficiency – but once more the links with the validity of time-series statistics on (consumption expenditure-related) poverty were missed out. Nor has there been much evidence of a general appreciation of the relevance, for the conceptual bases of India’s poverty statistics, of Townsend’s (1979) views on relative poverty, or of Sen’s (1983) views on absolute deprivation in the space of functionings and relative deprivation in the space of resources/incomes (on which more in Section 10 of this paper). Two major exceptions to the rule are provided by the papers by Panda and Rath (1999) and Mehta and Venkatraman (2000) respectively, which, in this author’s view, are two of the most crucially significant contributions to the literature. Utsa Patnaik (2004, 2007) has been a consistent critic of the official identification methodology; and among other writers who have adopted an adversely critical stance are Ray and Lancaster (2005), Subramanian (2005) and Reddy (2007).

Fairly elementary text-book demand theory should assist in seeing that the methodology endorsed by the Expert Group is compatible, under reasonably plausible circumstances, with a situation in which the ‘calorie drift’ would widen with time.
The methodology, to recall, has consisted in identifying the poverty line in a particular year (1973-74) with the consumption expenditure level at which a pre-specified calorific norm is actually observed to have been achieved. The calorific norm has subsequently exited the picture: what survives as `normative’ is the positive, or empirical, commodity-bundle constituting the `poverty line’ level of consumption expenditure in the reference year (1973-74). Now it is conventional to explain consumer behaviour in terms of an optimal choice of consumption bundle, given the consumer’s preferences and the prices and income she is confronted with: whence the relevance, in this context, of basic consumer demand theory. Since the poverty lines in all other (non-1973-74) years are determined simply by a re-valuation, at currently ruling prices, of the ‘derived’ poverty-line commodity bundle of 1973-74, the implicit – and in my view radically non-rationalisable – assumption underlying this methodology is that, somehow, it is only the 1973-74 pattern of consumer behaviour which is normatively relevant for the identification exercise. This last assumption, once it is brought out into the open, looks as bizarre as it is. The failure of actual calorific consumption to match the calorific norm at the official poverty lines, in the years succeeding 1973-74, can now be explained, within a simple framework of demand theory, by certain plausible patterns of over-time changes in tastes (reflecting variations in perceived needs) and prices and incomes (reflecting variations in budgetary constraints). Appendix 2 carries a mildly formal version of the argument which is dealt with non-technically in what follows here.

Consider changes in needs first. It is entirely conceivable that over time the prescribed nutritional norm fails to be met at the ‘updated’ money-metric poverty line simply because of a change in an individual’s preference function, in terms of which she progressively desires non-food `more urgently’ than food, that is, there is a decline in the substitutability of food for non-food. It is crucial to elucidate what this sort of `preference change’ might actually connote on the ground. Specifically, it is important to guard against the notion that one `chooses’ one’s `tastes’ in some unconstrained or capricious fashion. If the shape of the indifference curve is a reflection of one’s scale of priorities, then it is a matter of hard sociological relevance to identify the factors that determine this scale of priorities. Here, social norms and conventions, as these evolve in response to the life-styles of the relatively elite and affluent sections of society, and the nature of the social order that obtains, must necessarily be expected to influence the manner in which an individual effects a
tradeoff among competing ends. Considerations of self-respect, itself very likely a
function of the respect elicited from others, would in all probability cause a shift in
`taste’ away from `food’ to `non-food’ in the context of a society where feudal
relations are gradually dissolving and whose better-off members are displaying
considerable evidence of diversification in consumption. In such a society –
contrasted with a more `basic’ earlier version of itself – there would be an irresistible
compulsion for a poor person to value access to, say, at least one set of `nice clothes’
more highly in relation to food than might previously have been the case. Further,
simply the fact of a greater availability of such institutions as schools and dispensaries
must be expected to promote a greater relative valuation of the services provided by
these institutions: the fact that school education or treatment of morbidity are now a
more proximate possibility than they were must naturally lead to greater relative
prioritization of books and footwear for the schoolchild or of medicine in a time of
illness. What one’s needs might be, how one values them in relation to one another,
and how these relativities vary across space and over time are, in short, very much a
function of the dynamics of societal development rather than a product of some
imagined idiosyncrasy of individual whim. There will be a return to these themes, at a
subsequent stage, in the context of a discussion of some conceptual issues at the heart
of the identification problem. For the moment, it may simply be noted that what are
referred to as `taste changes’ are not to be interpreted as unexplainedly autonomous,
or wholly `volitional’, variations in preferences among alternative commodities, but
rather as phenomena which are embedded in social processes that shape perceptions
regarding needs and their relative valuation.

Consider relative price changes next. If the rate of inflation in the price of
calorie-intensive food is greater than the rate of inflation in the price of non-food
commodities, one must expect again that the calorific norm will not be met at the
`updated’ poverty line: it would no longer be optimal for the consumer to purchase the
amount of food she did earlier. It could be maintained that this proposition may be
ture but is irrelevant for the assessment of poverty, if one subscribes to the view that
what one ought to be concerned with is to specify a `poverty line commodity bundle’,
and then to verify the poverty status of a person by reference to the affordability of
this bundle given the prices ruling and the person’s income. If the bundle is
affordable, then the person is non-poor, and it is of no relevance to ask if it would be
optimal for the person to demand this bundle. Indeed, in a seminal work on poverty
measurement, Watts (1968) is quite clear on this point: one can only provide an individual with the \textit{means} of commanding a basket of commodities which one believes are required to avoid poverty: whether or not it is optimal for the consumer to demand this basket – so long as he has the requisite income to purchase it – cannot be a matter of relevance in determining his poverty status.

Whatever the independent merit of Watts’ view, one would have to be very careful about applying a Watts-like argument to the Indian context of poverty identification under discussion. Specifically, Watts’ contention appears to hold for a situation in which the exercise of identifying a `poverty commodity bundle’ is inspired by an \textit{independent, normative} procedure for fixing standards which does not itself depend on observed consumer behaviour for its determination. This condition simply does not hold for the official procedure by which the poverty line in 1973-74 was fixed. For recall that the 1973-74 poverty line was derived in terms of that level of consumer expenditure at which the specified calorific norm was observed to be realized: the determination of the poverty line for 1973-74, in other words, was crucially dependent on actual consumer behaviour; and if – as seems reasonable to believe – consumer behaviour is actuated by a desire to do the best one can under the prevailing constraints, then it is clear that the issue of optimality can no longer be divorced from the identification exercise by reference to a Watts-like argument.

In terms of a standard and simple demand theory framework (such as the one dealt with in Appendix 2), the misapplied Watts-argument which we are invited to endorse is of the following type. In year 1 (the ‘base year’), the poverty line income will be taken to be that level of income (given year 1 prices) at which it is optimal for a consumer to demand the specified food-quantity norm; but when we arrive at year 2, the poverty line income for this year will not be the income required, given year 2 prices, for the food-quantity norm to be the optimal level of food consumption in year 2, but rather the income level needed, at year 2 prices, to command the commodity basket corresponding to the base year poverty line. This, as has been pointed out earlier, amounts to insistence on a bizarre inconsistency. In effect, we are invited to defer to the logical coherence of the notion of `being a little pregnant’: in this view, it is fine to infect the poverty line with optimality considerations in the reference year, but anathema to do so in all other years. Apparently, it is legitimate for a consumer to yield to Slutsky substitution effects in the reference year, but not in other years. Arising from this, we see a great deal of justification for the following observation.
made by Mehta and Venkatraman (2000, p.2379): ‘The definition of the poverty line, formalized by the “Task Force”, contained a normative component, i.e., the calorie requirement, and an empirical component, which was the actual expenditure pattern in 1973-74. The … stand of the Expert Group has converted the empirical (behavioural) component into a norm and has made the normative component empirical.’

The budget constraint can change even when prices and monetary income remain unchanged. This could happen, for instance, because of a change in the over-time status of a commodity from that of a ‘free good’ to that of a ‘marketized good’. Consider, for instance, the case of firewood for fuel. This is an important example of a situation in which, progressively, there has been an increasing (involuntary) reliance on the market for certain non-food commodities which were traditionally available as a part, say, of common property resources (see Mehta and Venkatraman 2000). In such a situation one must expect, again, that – over time – the ‘updated’ poverty line will prove inadequate for the prescribed food-quantity norm to be an optimal choice for the consumer.

Briefly, elementary demand theory suggests (and Appendix 2 provides an analytical treatment of this issue) that there are plausible circumstances under which (a) at an income level which the official methodology equates with the poverty line, it would not be compatible with optimizing behaviour to consume food at its calorifically normative level; and (b) the level of income required to induce optimal consumption of the calorific norm will be greater than the officially stipulated poverty line. The ‘calorie drift’ we spoke of earlier is then, under certain circumstances, an inevitable concomitant of the official methodology.

In the official methodology, 1973-74 is the ‘base’ year. That is to say, 1973-74 is treated as the reference year in which the expenditure poverty line is determined as that level of consumption expenditure at which the calorific norm is observed to be realized. The poverty lines in all other years from 1973-74 onward are simply the 1973-74 line adjusted for price variations by use of an appropriate price index. Call this time series of poverty lines the $z^t$ series. In the foregoing discussion it has been argued that this procedure of identification is informed by a serious conceptual muddle. Such a judgment must naturally also hold for all variations on the theme of the official methodology. But if a proponent of the official methodology should still insist on allegiance to it, then it is open to one to ask, from polemical considerations,
why the requirement of a unique `poverty commodity bundle' must necessarily lead to the bundle relevant for the year 1973-74.

NSS distributinal data are available quinquennially from 1973-74 onward till 2004-05 (specifically, for the years 1973-74, 1977-78, 1983, 1987-88, 1993-94, 1999-2000 and 2004-05). Why cannot the reference year be some intermediate year between 1973-74 and 2004-05 – say, at random, the year 1983? In such an event, the relevant time-series of poverty lines would be given by a series $z^B$ in which the 1983 poverty line is determined as that level of expenditure at which the nutritional norm is satisfied, and the poverty lines in all other years are obtained by correcting the 1983 poverty line for price changes by means of a price index. Analogously, one could think of a time series $z^C$ obtained by treating the terminal year, 2004-05, as the reference year. The question ‘why should the requirement of a unique “poverty commodity bundle” necessarily lead to the bundle relevant for 1973-74?’ has sometimes provoked the response (offered in a spirit of more or less magnanimous concession) that there may be a case for treating, say, every tenth year as a reference year for the following years preceding the next reference year. 1973-74 would then be the reference year for the years 1973-74, 1977-78 and 1983; 1987-88 would be the reference year for the years 1987-88, 1993-94 and 1999-2000; and 2004-05 would be the reference year for 2004-05. The poverty line in 1973-74 would then be determined by the inverse linear interpolation method, and ‘updated’ by means of a price index for the years 1977-78 and 1983; subsequently, the poverty line for 1987-88 would again be determined by the inverse interpolation method, and updated for the years 1993-94 and 1999-2000; and so on. Call the resulting time series of poverty lines the $z^D$ series. Of course, the most thoroughly consistent procedure to employ would result in a time-series of poverty lines – call it the $z^E$ series – such that the poverty line is determined in each year by the inverse interpolation method. This, in fact, is the time-series which Patnaik (2004, 2007) demands, and is grounded in the entirely reasonable requirement that if optimality considerations are relevant in the year 1973-74, then they should be relevant in every other year. (Incidentally, this also is what the 1984 Study Group had recommended, a methodology that was subsequently explicitly rejected by the 1993 Expert Group.)

By way of illustration, one can examine the temporal profile of rural headcount ratios corresponding to each of the five temporal profiles of poverty lines.
just considered ($z^A, z^B, z^C, z^D$ and $z^E$) by employing data on average consumer expenditure and average calorific intake across consumer expenditure size-classes which are available from NSS compilations for three years: 1983, 1993-94 and 1999-2000 (corresponding to the NSS 38th, 50th and 55th Rounds respectively). In what follows, resort is had to a very crude linear interpolation technique to compute the headcount ratio, which is presented as an approximation to the nearest integer. To generate the $z^A$ profile of poverty lines, we treat 1983 as the base year and update the 1983 poverty line, by employing the Consumer Price Index of Agricultural Labourers, to obtain the poverty lines in current prices for 1993-94 and 1999-2000. The $z^B$ series is obtained analogously, but by employing 1993-94 as the reference year, while the $z^C$ series is generated by treating 1999-2000 as the reference year. For the $z^D$ series, one can employ 1983 as the reference year for 1983, and switch to 1993-94 as the reference year for 1993-94 and 1999-2000. Finally, the $z^E$ series is obtained by treating, in turn, each of the years 1983, 1993-94, and 1999-2000 as the reference year. Subramanian (2005) shows that under plausible circumstances, as one pushes the reference year forward in time one should expect to obtain larger magnitudes of the headcount ratio which will, in general, display a non-increasing trend. When the reference year is switched from time to time, one should expect to obtain a declining trend for the interval over which the reference year is the relevant one, followed by a spike when the reference year is switched. When each year is treated as a reference year, one should expect to obtain a non-decreasing trend in the headcount ratio. The actual figures for our small three-year mini time-series bear this expectation out, as one can see from Table 4.

For reasons that should be transparent from the magnitudes and trends of the relevant figures, the $H(z^A)$ numbers, namely the headcount ratios corresponding to the $z^A$ profile of poverty lines (which reflects the official methodology) are the most optimistic ones available for projection, while the $H(z^E)$ numbers (which reflect a non-declining trend) could legitimately be regarded, by any Government facing re-election, to be a fate worse than death. The $H(z^B)$ and $H(z^D)$ profiles, while displaying non-increasing trends like the $H(z^A)$ numbers, also betray uncomfortably large magnitudes; and the $H(z^D)$ numbers display a mixed up-and-down story. Table 4 is a good example of the sort of outcome the poet William Empson warned against.
when he said: ‘You don’t want madhouse and the whole thing there.’ It could be maintained, of course, as has sometimes been done in response to criticism, that all that the official statistics convey is an ‘if-then’ proposition: if the poverty line series is the $\mathcal{A}z$ series, then $H(\mathcal{A}z)$ is the resulting poverty profile. How far does this go? Exactly as far as the following if-then proposition does: if the poverty line series is the $\mathcal{E}z$ series, then $H(\mathcal{E}z)$ is the resulting poverty profile. The problem is that these sorts of statements convey little in the absence of any hard engagement with the plausibility of the antecedent. The real difficulty arises from the recognition that if it is fine to employ the $\mathcal{A}z$ series, then there can be no compellingly logical grounds for rejecting any of the $\mathcal{B}z$, $\mathcal{C}z$, $\mathcal{D}z$, or $\mathcal{E}z$ series; per contra, if there is anything objectionable in any of the $\mathcal{B}z$, $\mathcal{C}z$, $\mathcal{D}z$, or $\mathcal{E}z$ series, then a similar stricture should apply to the $\mathcal{A}z$ series as well. And there the matter must rest, as we turn now to a very brief consideration of the prescriptions of the newest (2009) Expert Group.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$\mathcal{A}z$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{B}z$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{C}z$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{D}z$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{E}z$</th>
<th>$H(\mathcal{A}z)$</th>
<th>$H(\mathcal{B}z)$</th>
<th>$H(\mathcal{C}z)$</th>
<th>$H(\mathcal{D}z)$</th>
<th>$H(\mathcal{E}z)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>120.03</td>
<td>139.93</td>
<td>154.39</td>
<td>120.03</td>
<td>120.03</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>276.06</td>
<td>321.82</td>
<td>355.07</td>
<td>321.82</td>
<td>321.82</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-2000</td>
<td>439.30</td>
<td>512.12</td>
<td>565.04</td>
<td>512.12</td>
<td>565.04</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* $\mathcal{A}z$, $\mathcal{B}z$, $\mathcal{C}z$, $\mathcal{D}z$, and $\mathcal{E}z$ refer to the five alternative poverty lines referred to in the text, and measured in Rupees per person per month; and $H(\cdot)$ refers to the headcount ratio, measured in per cent terms, corresponding to each poverty line.


### 7. IDENTIFICATION ACCORDING TO THE 2009 EXPERT GROUP

The present discussion of the 2009 Expert Group’s recommendations, contained in the *Report of the Expert Group to Review the Methodology for Estimation of Poverty* (Planning Commission 2009) will be confined to the *identification* aspect of the methodology. That is, the innovations relating to price
indices employed to express the poverty lines at ‘constant prices’, both across space and over time, will not be taken up for discussion. Similarly, we will not here discuss the recommendations made in respect of the appropriate recall period to be selected in employing the NSSO’s consumption expenditure estimates. These issues, properly speaking, do not fall within the purview of the basic principles that (should) govern the specification of a poverty line in income space.

If one takes the identification issue to constitute the heart of the problem of conceptualizing money-metric poverty, then it is hard to escape the conclusion that the 2009 Expert Group’s recommendation in this regard is quite disappointing. This is the more so when one considers the principal motivation for the Group’s work, as it has been set out in the Report itself (Planning Commission 2009, p.1): ‘There has been a growing concern on the official estimates of poverty released by the Planning Commission. The official poverty estimates have been severely criticized on various counts. In view of this, the Planning Commission set up an expert group…to examine the issue and suggest a new poverty line and estimates.’ To continue with the 1993 Expert Group’s methodology would have been a plainly unsustainable prescription, so it is not surprising that the 2009 Group advocates a different methodology. What, however, is regrettable is the failure – as the present author sees it – of the new Group to come up with an alternative that lends itself to cogent, convincing, and logically argued justification. It is difficult not to see this exercise as a wasted opportunity.

It is noteworthy that the 2009 Expert Group, like its 1993 predecessor, perceives comparability of poverty estimates across space and over time as residing in the requirement of an invariant ‘poverty line’ commodity bundle. The new Group parts company from the old one in the matter of how to identify this invariant commodity bundle. The commodity bundle is fixed for the year 2004-05, the latest year for which the NSSO’s quinquennial consumption expenditure survey (61st Round) is available. The bundle is identified as the one corresponding to a consumption expenditure level, in urban India, of Rs.578.8 per person per month at current (2004-05) prices. This consumption expenditure level, in turn, simply happens to be the 2004-05 urban poverty line that would be dictated by the 1993 Expert Group’s methodology – it is, that is, the ‘updated’ version of the per capita monthly expenditure level, for urban India, at which the urban nutritional norm of 2100 kilocalories per person per month was realized in 1973-74.
The employment of this norm is sought to be explained in the Expert Group’s Report (Planning Commission 2009, p.1) in terms, inter alia, of ‘…an inescapable element of arbitrariness in specifying the numerical nominal level of [the] PLB [Poverty Line Basket],’ and of what might be dictated ‘…in the interest of continuity…’. Indeed, there is some considerable vagueness in the rationalization resorted to, and one suspects the reason for this resides in the Expert Group’s apparent belief that it is some normative commodity basket that ought to yield the poverty line, whereas it is actually a pre-determined poverty line that has been employed to generate the commodity basket in question. This confusion is suggested by the cumbersome semantics of the Report’s assertion (Planning Commission 2009, p.1) that ‘[u]nderlying [the] consumption poverty line is the reference poverty line basket (PLB) of household goods and services consumed by those households at the borderline separating the poor from the non-poor’. A simpler expression for the phrase ‘borderline separating the poor from the non-poor’ is, presumably, that old-fashioned term ‘poverty line’. It follows then that the just-cited assertion in the Report can be rephrased to read: ‘Underlying the consumption poverty line is the reference poverty line basket …consumed by those households at the poverty line.’ This approach seems to require that we need a normative commodity bundle to determine the poverty line in order to determine the normative commodity bundle…

Such circularities were surely avoidable. If they have not, in fact, been avoided, it is perhaps because of the Expert Group’s anxiety to first specify a poverty line for urban India and then come up with a commodity bundle based on the poverty line, one that would be invariant across space and over time. This stratagem, in turn, was apparently dictated by the anxiety to advance an estimate of poverty which escapes both the charge of being unrealistically low and the sin of being demoralisingly high. The objective, presumably, was to discover the virtue of a golden mean between the somewhat credulity-straining niggardliness of the official poverty line and the disturbingly anarchic generosity of the Rs.20 per person per day poverty line of the National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector. The most pressing rationale for the method adopted by the 2009 Expert Group appears to have been a desire to avoid controversy.

At the official Planning Commission poverty lines endorsed by the 1993 Expert Group, the rural headcount ratio in 2004-05 was 28.3 per cent, while the corresponding urban headcount ratio was 25.7 per cent. As the Report of the 2009
Expert Group puts it (Planning Commission 2009, p.1): ‘…[the urban headcount ratio] is generally accepted as being less controversial than its rural counterpart at 28.3 per cent… [which] has been heavily criticized as being too low.’ Again, on page 6 of the Report, we have:

…the latest available official estimate of rural poverty ratio of 28.3 per cent for 2004-05 is widely perceived to be too low …while the corresponding urban proportion of 25.7 per cent…is less controversial in terms of the broad order of magnitude of extent of urban poverty. [Arising from this,] …the PLB [Poverty Line Basket] was taken to be [the] MRP [Mixed Recall Period] equivalent of [the] PCTE [per capita total expenditure] corresponding to 25.7 per cent of the urban BPL [below poverty line] population…As urban living standard is generally regarded as better than and preferable to its rural counterpart, the Expert Group recommends that the purchasing power represented by the MRP-equivalent PCTE underlying [the] all-India urban HCR [headcount ratio] of 25.7 per cent be taken as the new reference PLB for measuring poverty and made available to both the rural and the urban population in all the states after correcting for urban-rural price differentials as well as urban and rural state-relative-to-all-India price differentials.

Briefly, the commodity composition of the urban poverty line of Rs.578.8 in 2004-05 (the so-called poverty line basket [or PLB]) is revalued at rural prices to yield a corresponding rural poverty line (which turns out to be Rs.446.7 per person per month at 2004-05 prices); similarly, the PLB is valued at State-level rural and urban prices respectively , to yield State-level rural and urban poverty lines for 2004-05, which is the new reference year. Inter-temporally, poverty lines in any year are to be derived by revaluing the 2004-05 PLB at current prices. The Report (Planning Commission 2009, pp.7-8) is careful to note that ‘…a conscious decision was taken by the Expert Group to move away from anchoring the PL [poverty line] in [a] calorie norm as in the past…’. One wishes the Report had been equally careful to amplify on the issue of what its poverty line actually is anchored in. As far as one can tell, the choice of poverty line has been predominantly determined by a view of what constitutes a plausible headcount ratio. This is a very hard act to follow for those of us that have been brought up to believe that one infers the headcount ratio from a normative poverty line, and not the poverty line from the less unacceptable of two headcount ratios.

Indeed, under the latter approach, one might choose as the reference year any year – for example 1993-94 – in which the official estimate of the urban headcount ratio (32.6 per cent) was more plausible than that of the rural headcount ratio (37.2 per cent). The problems associated with choice of the reference year are here on all
fours with those attending the 1993 Expert Group’s approach. Thus, it is not immediately clear why it is a virtue that the ‘poverty line basket’ ‘…incorporates the latest available data on observed pattern of consumer behaviour in 2004-05’ (Planning Commission 2009, p.7): this may afford some comfort if we are comparing 2004-05 poverty estimates with 2009-10 poverty estimates, but by the same token, there may be a case for employing 1993-94 as the reference year if we are comparing 1987-88 poverty estimates with those for 1993-94. Yet another case that has been advanced in favour of the new poverty line (Planning Commission 2009, p.8) is that ‘…the revised minimum calorie norm for India recommended by FAO is currently around 1800 calories per capita per day which is very close to the average calorie intake of those near the new poverty lines in urban areas (1776 calories per capita) and higher than the revised FAO norm (1999 calories per capita) in rural areas in the 61st round of NSS.’ But surely, this is a purely fortuitous outcome, and one fails to see the significance of these sorts of circumstantial detail. On the other hand, if the choice of the poverty line had indeed been influenced by congruence with a nutritional norm, then we would be back in the world of the 1993 Expert Group! Also apparently counting in favour of the 2009 Group’s choice of poverty line is that it ‘…happens to be close to, but less than, the 2005 PPP $1.25 per day poverty norm used by the World Bank in its latest world poverty estimates’ (p.8, op.cit.) Whether or not this is good advertisement for the poverty line is at least debatable: it must be noted that the World Bank’s global poverty estimates are by no means widely perceived as being acceptable, and are, indeed, severely discredited in certain quarters (the reader is referred to the particularly important work, in this context, of Reddy and Pogge forthcoming.)

The 2009 Expert Group is also of the view that ‘external validation checks’ carried out by it suggest that the actual expenditures incurred on nutritional, educational, and health outcomes at the prescribed poverty line expenditure levels in 2004-05 are adequate to cover normative levels stipulated by the Group in this regard. In the matter of normative food expenditure, the Expert Group specifies this level by reading off the level of food expenditure, from the cumulative density function of expenditure on food, corresponding to the proportion of the population under nutritional stress (interpreted as the simple average, obtained from National Family Health Survey-III data for 2005-06, of the headcount ratio of under-5 underweight children, the headcount ratio of women in the age group 15-49 with low body mass
index, and the headcount ratio of men in the age group 15-49 with low body mass index). At least one difficulty with such a ‘validation check’ is represented in Figure 3. In Figure 3 we have three (hypothetical) cumulative density functions (cdfs) for food expenditure, where expenditure is represented in ‘real’, i.e. ‘constant prices’ terms. The cdf labeled 1 refers to the reference year, the cdf labeled 0 refers to a year preceding the reference year, and the cdf labeled 2 refers to a year succeeding the reference year. Suppose \( H_1 \) is the headcount ratio of those under nutritional stress in the reference year. From cdf 1 we can see that the expenditure level corresponding to the headcount ratio \( H_1 \) is \( X_1^* \). Effectively, the Expert Group employs \( X_1^* \) as the normative level of adequacy for food expenditure. Suppose also that \( X_1^* \) is the observed level of expenditure on food at the poverty line in each of the years 0, 1 and 2. Additionally, suppose that \( H_0 \) and \( H_2 \) are the proportions of the nutritionally deprived populations in years 0 and 2 respectively. Then Figure 3 suggests that the normative levels of food expenditure in years 0 and 2 should be, respectively, \( X_0^* \) (\( > X_1^* \)) and \( X_2^* \) (\( > X_1^* \)). The actual food expenditure is adequate to cover the normative requirement in year 1, but not in years 0 and 2. How, in other words, can we tell \textit{a priori} that just because the poverty line expenditure on food is adequate for a certain ‘normative’ food expenditure level in the reference year, this will also hold for all other years?
The normative level of expenditure on education is taken to be given ‘...by the expenditure required at state-specific median cost (derived from the 61st round employment-unemployment survey) for sending all school-going (in 5-15 year age-group) children in the household at the PCTE to school...’ (Planning Commission 2009, p.9). The normative level of expenditure on health is taken to be given by the expected value of expenditure on treatment/hospitalization, itself the product of the probability of the onset of illness requiring treatment/hospitalization (taken to be represented by the incidence of treatment/hospitalization) and the median cost of treatment/hospitalization. A couple of remarks are in order. Why is the median cost a normative cost? Costs are likely to rise when treatment/hospitalization tends toward greater completeness/comprehensiveness: the median cost in a poor economy is scarcely likely to be reflective of the cost that would be incurred in order to finance a reasonably comprehensive course of treatment or hospitalization. Second, the proportional incidence of treatment/hospitalization is unlikely to be the probability of the onset of illness requiring treatment/hospitalization: the actual incidence of illness requiring treatment will, in an environment of poor affordability, typically be larger than the incidence of illness actually treated. There is therefore good reason to believe that these ‘normative’ expenditure levels on education and health are underestimates.
Indeed, a simple back-of-the-envelope exercise should provide a rather more robust ‘external validation’ (or failure of validation) than is afforded by the convoluted tests proposed by the Expert Group. The Expert Group’s urban poverty line for Tamil Nadu in 2004-05 is reported to be nearly Rs.560 per person per month, or (without allowing for economies of scale), Rs.2240 for a household of 4 members per month. To suggest that such a household would not, in 2004-05, have been in poverty strikes me (as a resident of Tamil Nadu’s capital city) as being optimistic in a grimly determined way. In 2004-05, a modest tea-shop single-dish meal (such as a plate of lemon rice) would have cost Rs.10. Allowing two meals a day to keep out hunger, a household of 4 would require Rs.80 per day to spend on food. Let us ruthless cred this requirement down to Rs.40 per day to take (exaggeratedly unreal) account of the fact that home-cooked food is cheaper. This works out to Rs.1200 per month (30 days). A modest (by which I mean cramped and depressing) one-room house with attached kitchen and common toilet (for a family of 4!) would have easily commanded a monthly rental of Rs.1500 in Chennai in 2004-05. Adding this to the food expenditure requirement of Rs.1200 already brings up the total to Rs.2700 – making for a deficit, in relation to the poverty line of Rs.2240, of Rs.460. And we haven’t even counted the cost of education or clothing or transport or the occasional movie or cigarrette, not to mention such exotica as a broken bone or a bout of typhoid. This does mark a contrast from the situation as projected by the Report of the Expert Group (Planning Commission 2009, p.2) when it says:

Even while moving away from the calorie norms, the proposed poverty lines have been validated by checking the adequacy of actual private expenditure per capita near the poverty lines on food, education and health by comparing them with normative expenditures consistent with nutritional, educational and health outcomes. Actual private expenditures reported by households near the new poverty lines on these items were found to be adequate at the all-India level in both the rural and the urban areas and for most of the states.

One is irresistibly reminded, here, of the fate of G.V.Desani’s immortal comic hero H. Hatterr when he recalls the Head of his orphanage-school from the days of his childhood:

The sort of loco parentis who’d shower on you a penny, and warn you not to squander it on woman, and wine, and song!
8. POVERTY THRESHOLDS IN THE UNITED STATES

This section will deal briefly with the general methodology informing the official statistics on poverty put out by the United States Federal Government. The approach to identifying poverty thresholds for the U.S. is closely associated with the efforts, in this regard, of Mollie Orshansky (see, among other works of this author, Orshansky 1965). A highly instructive account of the evolution of these poverty norms is available in Gordon Fisher (1992), and his paper is strongly recommended as required reading for the interested researcher. In the present short summary (which is entirely dependent on Fisher’s account), the emphasis will be only on certain essential aspects of the conceptual and logical bases of the identification approach adopted in the official U.S. methodology.

In particular, all matters of detail relating to the distinction between farm and nonfarm households, and to variations in the size and age-gender composition of households, which were of crucial empirical import for the development of the U.S. poverty thresholds, will here be ignored. To keep the focus restricted to what is of conceptual interest in the identification problem, it is useful to proceed ‘as if’ there were only one type of household in society, with a unique size and age-sex profile. Orshansky’s early effort at identifying a poverty line for such a representative household in 1963 can be summarized in terms of the following steps.

First, the Agriculture Department of the U.S. Government had advanced four alternative ‘food plans’ of varying orders of ‘liberalism’, of which the two most stringent ones (in declining order of stringency) were the so-called ‘low cost’ and ‘economy’ plans. These were the food baskets which Orshansky employed to construct her poverty thresholds. For our purposes, let us simplify matters by supposing that there was just one such Food Plan to reckon with. This Food Plan can be seen to have been derived from the food consumption patterns of the population constituting the poorest third of the income distribution, data on which were available in a Household Food Consumption Survey conducted by the Agriculture Department in 1955. The cost of the Food Plan at 1963 prices yielded the ‘food’ component of a possible 1963 poverty line that could be constructed.

The next step in the construction of the poverty line resided in employing the food component of a minimum standard of living in order to determine the overall minimum standard. To achieve this end, Orshansky resorted to an application of ‘Engel’s Law’, which is the proposition that, beyond a point, the share of income
spent on food declines as income increases. According to the 1955 Household Food Consumption Survey, for the economy as a whole, the average proportion of income spent on food was one-third. Employing this as a norm, Orshansky reasoned that a household must have an income at least 3 times the cost of the Food Plan in order to be able to just afford the Food Plan. This level of household income, then, could serve as a poverty threshold.

Having thus arrived at a poverty line for 1963, the next step was to determine how it should vary over time. In 1969, it was decided that the Federal Government’s official statistics on poverty would be based on the 1963 poverty threshold (determined in accordance with the procedure spelt out in the preceding paragraph) and corrected, for price changes in subsequent years, by employing the U.S. Consumer Price Index. In 1973, an official Subcommittee on Updating the Poverty Threshold recommended that the Food Plan be revised, to take account of contemporary patterns of food consumption, every once in 10 years; and that (apart from correcting for price changes), the poverty line be changed every once in 10 years by multiplying the cost of the (revised) Food Plan by the reciprocal of the currently obtaining ratio of income spent on food to total income (a quantity that can be conveniently summarized in the term ‘Multiplier’). A further recommendation was that at the end of every decade, the poverty estimates of the preceding 10 years be recalculated employing current-prices poverty lines corresponding to the poverty line relevant for the first year of the new decade.

As it happens, the Multiplier was never really changed from its initial value of 3. Nevertheless, it is interesting to ask what the implications would be of an inter-temporally varying Multiplier, such as was recommended by the 1973 Subcommittee on Updating the Poverty Threshold. As in the context of India’s poverty statistics, an issue of crucial interest in the case of U.S. poverty statistics relates to the inter-temporal comparability of poverty estimates. To see what, in essence, is involved, let us assume that a new Consumption Expenditure Survey can be carried out every year, so that data are available annually on both the food consumption patterns of the poorest third in the income distribution and on the economy-wide ratio of income spent on food to total income. In principle, that is, the poverty line is assumed to be amenable to ‘updating’ every year, through an annual revision of both the Food Plan and the Multiplier. Would such a continuously, annually ‘updated’ time-series of poverty lines make for an inter-temporally comparable set of poverty estimates?
Of relevance here is Amartya Sen’s (1983) proposition that there is an absolute core to poverty, a notion which tends to be denied by allowing the poverty standard to vary with particular features of the income distribution one happens to be confronted by. The ‘relativity’ involved in the ‘updating’ procedure described in the preceding paragraph can be understood in terms of a simple numerical illustration. Imagine two points in time, labeled Year 1 and Year 2 respectively. Suppose that, for the economy as a whole, $X_t$ is the aggregate expenditure on food and $Y_t$ is the aggregate income $(t = 1,2)$. Assume there is no variation in the price level over the two years under review. Assume further that $X_1/Y_1 = 1/3$ (so the Multiplier in Year 1 is 3), and that every person’s income, in year 2, declines to exactly one-half of her income level in year 1. It is plausible, though, that the level of expenditure on food, which can be sticky downward, continues to remain at $X_1$ in Year 2. Let us also assume that the Food Plan remains unchanged, and that its cost remains the same, at $F$, in both years 1 and 2. Then, one can see that the poverty line in Year 1, $PL_1$, is $3F$. The Multiplier in Year 2 is $Y_2/X_2$; since $Y_2 = Y_1/2$ and $X_2 = X_1$ by assumption, the Multiplier in Year 2 is $(1/2)(Y_1/X_1)$, or 3/2, since, as we have seen, $Y_1/X_1 = 3$. The poverty line in Year 2, $PL_2$, is then $1.5F$. In Year 2, every person’s income is just one-half of their income in Year 1, but since the poverty line has also halved, from $3F$ to $1.5F$, one must conclude that the set of identified poor persons in Year 2 is exactly the same as the set of identified poor persons in Year 1. This judgment, which is scarcely persuasive, is an outcome of the ‘relative’ element that resides in the poverty identification procedure.

The alternative to this is to preserve invariance of the poverty line in ‘real income space’, that is, to allow for inter-temporal variations in the (nominal) poverty lines only for reasons of inter-temporal variations in the price level. This immediately presents us with a problem which we have encountered earlier in the context of India’s poverty statistics (Section 7 of this paper). The problem is this: given a $K$-year time horizon, is there any non-arbitrary reason for privileging any one particular year as the ‘reference year’ over the other years? That is, are the Food Plan and Multiplier of any one particular year more normatively plausible than the Food Plan and Multiplier of any other year? The question is also of serious practical import, because one must expect the magnitude, and indeed the trend, of poverty estimates to be a
variable function of which year one chooses to treat as the reference year; and, in the end, it would be hard to justify the validity of some one particular profile of poverty estimates in relation to other equally logically compelling (or un-compelling) profiles.

In sum, it would appear, from this brief consideration of the U.S. experience, that logical difficulties in the conceptualization of money-metric poverty are not a feature only of India’s official statistics on deprivation. This is confirmed even more strongly when one considers the World Bank’s approach to estimating global poverty.

9. THE WORLD BANK’S GLOBAL POVERTY ESTIMATES

Assessing country-level magnitudes and trends of money-metric poverty, and aggregating these to arrive at global estimates of deprivation, are tasks that require immense resources of data, expertise, computational capacity, time, effort, money – and care. Given the scale of the operation under review, it is not surprising that efforts in this direction have been largely undertaken by resource-rich supranational institutions such as the World Bank. The very rarity of global poverty estimates makes such estimates as are available potentially very influential. This is why it is legitimate to expect that these estimates should be conceptually meaningful, credible, and a reasonably reliable guide to actual poverty status and desired poverty policy. This also is why one must expect the literature to contain sharp responses to global poverty statistics when these are found wanting, on a number of scores, in persuasiveness.

A very quick assessment of the literature would suggest that there are two salient sets of work on global poverty – one relating to procedures for its estimation and the other to criticisms of, and alternative suggestions for, these procedures. In the first set, we have a sequence of poverty estimates put out by the World Bank, and involving the authorship, over time, of one or more of the following researchers from the Bank: Shaohua Chen, Gaurav Datt, Martin Ravallion, and Dominique van de Walle (see World Bank 1990, World Bank 2000, Ravallion, Datt and van de Walle 1991, Chen and Ravallion 2000, and Chen and Ravallion 2008). Prominent in the second set is a sequence of critiques of the Bank’s work, involving, over time, one or

---

§ This section is heavily dependent on Subramanian (2009) and on an Economic and Political Weekly (EPW) Editorial titled ‘How Many Poor in the World?’ (EPW 2008). Editorials published in the EPW are, by convention, unsigned. In this instance, as it happens, the author of the Editorial in question was the present author. The reader is also referred to a reply to the Editorial written by Ravallion (Ravallion 2008).
more of the two researchers Thomas Pogge and Sanjay Reddy (see Reddy 2004, 2008, Pogge and Reddy 2006, and Reddy and Pogge forthcoming). These critiques have led to responses and counter-responses (Ravallion forthcoming, Pogge 2008). The restricted purpose of the present commentary is to bring to the reader’s attention the existence of these conflicting strands of the literature, to convey a flavour of some aspects of the conflict, and to underline the importance of taking the controversy seriously.

The World Bank has so far come up with three sets of global poverty estimates, all of these being headcount ratios of the population living below poverty lines specified in the money metric. The first, carried in the Bank’s World Development Report (WDR) 1990, employed a poverty line of $1 (actually $1.02) per day at 1985 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), on the basis that the domestic poverty lines of eight of the poorest countries in the world hovered about this figure. The second, carried in the 2000/01 WDR, employed a poverty line of $1.08 per day at 1993 PPP, which was the median of the poverty lines of the ten poorest countries. The third set of estimates, released in a recent 2008 World Bank Working Paper (Chen and Ravallion 2008), employs a poverty line of $1.25 per day at 2005 PPP, this being the average of the national poverty lines (in terms of consumption per capita) of the poorest fifteen countries of the world.

As may be expected, levels, trends, and regional distributions of poverty are all variable functions of the particular poverty line employed. Since justification has been claimed for each international poverty line (IPL) at the time of its broadcast, this makes it hard to repose much confidence in these exercises. The latest estimates - arising from the availability of 2005 updated information on PPP exchange rates due to the efforts of the International Comparison Programme – suggest that the levels of the headcount ratios reported in earlier studies by the Bank are lower than warranted, primarily because the price level in China, until now a largely unknown quantity, had previously been underestimated. If the bad news is on the front of levels, the good news, we are told, is on the front of trends. The elaborate title of the Working Paper carrying the Bank’s latest estimates says it all: ‘The Developing World Is Poorer Than We Thought, But No Less Successful In The Fight Against Poverty’ (Chen and Ravallion 2008).

How credible is all this as a description of what has been happening to global poverty? Reddy and Pogge have had a number of compelling criticisms to offer
which, in the opinion of the present writer, have been inadequately addressed by the Bank’s researchers. First, ‘dollar a day’ (or thereabouts) poverty lines may well be little more than ‘destitution lines’. In particular, it is not clear why it is the poorest countries’ poverty standards that must serve as the poverty standard for the world as a whole. There are two kinds of classificatory errors one can make - call these Type-I and Type-II errors respectively (see also, in this connection, Cornia and Stewart 1995). A Type-I Error is one in which a person is wrongly counted as non-poor, and a Type-II Error is one in which a person is wrongly counted as poor. One would imagine that a Type-I Error is the graver sort of mistake to commit. In a matter as serious as identifying a person’s poverty status, if one must make a mistake, then it would appear to be doing less harm if one were to err (within limits, of course) on the side of generosity than on the side of niggardliness. The average official poverty line in the US (see Ravallion 2008) is $13 a day. The World Bank’s prescribed IPL of $1.25 a day is less than 10 per cent of the US poverty line. One imagines an American living in, say, California, on $1.25 a day at 2005 PPP is entitled to feel s/he is living in circumstances of destitution. It seems unlikely that the World Bank would be disposed to correct the perception of such a hypothetical Californian by counseling calm reasonableness to her/him. It is then fair to entertain the expectation that the Bank should adopt the same stance toward a very real Sierra Leonean or Bangladeshi or Ecuadorian living on $1.25 a day at 2005 PPP. After all, the World Bank is supposed to be a world bank. It is easy enough to dismiss this as virtuous counsel on a matter of manners. It is, however, fundamentally a matter of logic that is involved – as should be apparent if we were to take seriously what Ravallion (2004; p.15) himself has said of the rationale underlying the Bank’s IPL: ‘For our global poverty counts, we have but one overriding concern – that two people with the same standard of living, measured by their command over commodities, be treated the same way no matter where they live.’

Second, PPP exchange rates may be infected by prices of commodities that are not pertinent (non-essentials which would typically fail to enter the consumption basket of the poor in a big way), and also by prices of countries that are not pertinent (bilateral comparisons between a pair of countries would be influenced by prices in a third country that ought not to be involved in the exercise). These are what Reddy and Pogge (forthcoming) refer to as the ‘irrelevant commodities’ and the ‘irrelevant
countries’ problems, respectively. These problems queer the pitch for cross-section comparisons.

Third, poverty comparisons are meaningful only if a ‘common standard’ of comparison is employed. Suppose one employed $1.25 per day at 2005 PPP as the poverty line. In country X, whose local unit of currency is, say, ‘klongs’, suppose 30 klongs is equivalent to $1.25 in terms of the PPP exchange rate in 2005. Suppose 25 per cent of country X’s population lives below the poverty line of 30 klongs in 2005. Suppose further that, using 2005 as the base year (2005 = 100), country X’s consumer price index in 1993 is 75; then the 30 klongs poverty line in 2005 would have to be seen as being equivalent to a poverty line of 22.5 klongs (= 0.75x30) at 1993 prices. Suppose 30 per cent of the population in country X lived below a poverty line of 22.5 klongs in 1993. Then, the World Bank methodology would have it that poverty in country X has declined from 30 per cent in 1993 to 25 per cent in 2005. By the same token, if the US consumer price index was 80 in 1993 (with 2005 as the base year), the $1.25 poverty line, in equivalent terms for 1993 in the U.S., would be $1 (= 0.8x1.25). But notice that, by definition of the poverty line, one US dollar would have to be equivalent to 22.5 klongs in 1993 PPP – which may happen only and entirely by fluke! We have a consistency problem here. Therefore the claim that country X’s headcount ratio has declined from 30 per cent in 1993 to 25 per cent in 2005 is an essentially meaningless statement, arising from the want of employment of any meaningfully common standard of poverty comparison. This, then, effectively queers the pitch for time-series comparisons.

Finally, it turns out that the lower the poverty line employed, the more flattering is the resulting trend decline in poverty. A substantively relevant consideration in this context is a tendency reported in Pogge (2008), and echoed in Reddy (2008): this is reflected in Table 5, which is reproduced from Pogge (2008) (itself based on data provided in Chen and Ravallion 2008). Table 5 clearly indicates that the choice of IPL is far from innocuous in its implications for projections of poverty rates into the future. The table reveals that with an IPL of $1 (2005 PPP), the world can claim to be 85% ahead of schedule in realizing the Millennium Development Goal-1; but with an IPL of $2.50, the world would have to be found regressing in relation to the warranted schedule for meeting MDG-1. The level at which the IPL is pitched is nothing if not crucial, and given a justifiable absence of
extreme aversion to a Type-I Error, the $2.50 IPL should be seen to be more reasonable than the $1.25 IPL.

Or so one could argue if one’s interest in the matter led one in that direction, and if one also suspected that the cumulative density function (cdf) of income had a tendency to behave over time as shown in Figure 4. If the rate of growth of low income levels were faster than that of high income levels, then it is conceivable that the cdfs in an initial period $t_1$ and in a later period $t_2$ could be as pictured in the figure. If one knew or suspected this to be the case, and if one also wished to demonstrate a deterioration in poverty, then one would have a strategic reason for pitching the poverty line at a ‘high’ level like $z_H$, to the right of $z^*$, in the figure – and one could proceed to seek a rationalization of $z_H$, after the event. If one’s interests ran in precisely the opposite direction, one might be inclined to pitch the poverty line at a ‘low’ level like $z_L$, to the left of $z^*$, in the figure – and thereafter invent reasons for finding $z_L$ to be a plausible poverty line. In either case, one would be confirming the consistency of arithmetic rather than describing what is actually happening to poverty on the ground. Cynical? Perhaps. Wary? Definitely. But the wariness amounts to no more than a rational invitation, addressed to each one of us that has a stake in national and international economic justice, to adopt a posture of attentiveness and vigilance toward vital statistics on national and international poverty.
Table 5: MDG Achievement at Different International Poverty Lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPL Level in 2005 dollars</th>
<th>1990 Baseline (Millions of Poor)</th>
<th>2005 Target Reduction of 27.5% (millions)</th>
<th>Annual Reduction needed to reach Target (%)</th>
<th>Reduction needed to be ‘on track’ in 2005 (Millions)</th>
<th>Actual Reduction Achieved 1990-2005 (Millions)</th>
<th>How is the World Doing in Regard to MDG-1? (100% = Exactly on Track)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.00/day</td>
<td>1303.2</td>
<td>358.4</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>228.7</td>
<td>424.2</td>
<td>185%, much ahead of schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.25/day</td>
<td>1817.5</td>
<td>499.8</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>318.9</td>
<td>417.9</td>
<td>131%, ahead of schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.00/day</td>
<td>2753.6</td>
<td>757.2</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>483.2</td>
<td>155.8</td>
<td>32%, much behind schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.50/day</td>
<td>3076.6</td>
<td>846.1</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>539.9</td>
<td>-63.6</td>
<td>-12%, regressing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Pogge (2008)*

**Figure 4: How Poverty Trends Can Change Depending on Where the Poverty Line is Pitched**

Between \(t_1\) and \(t_2\):

- The headcount ratio declines when the poverty line is \(Z_i\);
- the headcount ratio increases when the poverty line is \(Z_{ii}\).
To sum up: the preceding assessment of the World Bank’s approach to conceptualizing the poverty line and comparing poverty across space and over time has direct implications for a reckoning of well-being in the world today; for the rights of the world’s poor; and for the duties of those better placed. This – apart from intrinsic reasons of the desirability of getting things as nearly ‘right’ as possible - is why estimates of poverty, at both country-specific and aggregated levels, deserve to be informed by logic, by evidence, and by a morality that is sensitive to the demands of global justice. This also is why the debate on world poverty – at the very heart of which resides the identification problem - is often difficult, occasionally charged, and unfailingly important.

10. THE SOURCE OF THE DIFFICULTY: AN ATTEMPT AT ELUCIDATION

When we compare the magnitude of poverty (in terms, for example, of the headcount ratio) across space or over time, it is clear that, for the comparison to be meaningful, one requires that the poverty standard, in terms of which the poor are identified and poverty is measured, be invariant in the regimes under comparison. The crucial conceptual question that requires answering is: which is the logically most appropriate domain in which to demand the required invariance? Our review of the Indian, the U.S., and the World Bank experiences suggests that, typically, the invariance in question has been sought in the space of commodity bundles or real incomes. (By way of clarification, the term ‘real income’, as used here, will refer simply to ‘income at constant prices’, or ‘income corrected for price changes’). Thus, both the 1993 and the 2009 Expert Groups in India have advocated the employment of a normative ‘poverty line commodity bundle’, which will be valued at ruling prices to obtain space/time-specific nominal poverty lines. In the U.S. Federal Government’s official approach, one has a ‘food plan’ basket – one component of the poverty norm – which is required to be ‘updated’ every once a decade to take account of contemporaneous patterns of food consumption; the second (non-food) component is obtained by multiplying the money value of the food component by the reciprocal of the share of total income spent on food, a statistic which also is to be revised once every decade to take account of the empirical trends revealed by this statistic in the country’s decennial food consumption surveys; and for the years within each decade, the base-year poverty line will simply be corrected for price changes by employment
of an appropriate consumer price index. The World Bank specifies a poverty line which is essentially a prescribed level of real income, captured in the ‘dollar a day’ formula. In general, then, it would appear that extant approaches to the identification problem have, by and large, tended to specify the money-metric poverty line in terms of the monetary value of a certain normative level of resources seen as being required to avoid deprivation.

A major insight afforded by Amartya Sen’s perspective on the problem (Sen 1983) is the view that it is most sensible to adopt an absolute conception of poverty in the space of functionings, a functioning being a state of being or doing. For example, the requirements of avoiding hunger, ill-health, immobility and ignorance, and of appearing in public without shame can all be specified in an absolute sense in the space of functionings. But these invariant requirements in the space of functionings could call forth very different requirements in terms of resources (commodities or incomes for instance). This could be because of heterogeneities amongst individuals: a physically handicapped individual would typically require more resources than one who is not so handicapped in order to achieve the same level of mobility; a person who is socially handicapped by the stigma of caste would typically require more resources than one who is not so disadvantaged in order to achieve the same level of social acceptance and inclusion; people living in cold countries would typically require more resources to be expended on warm clothing than people living in temperate climates in order to achieve the same level of protection against the effects of inclemency of the elements. The examples can be readily multiplied, but what they add up to is the validity of Sen’s suggestion that absolute deprivation in the space of functionings is compatible with relative deprivation in the space of resources (of which commodities and incomes are examples).

If Sen’s insight is taken seriously to heart, then a general approach to the identification problem would consist in first setting out a list of functionings in respect of which absolute deprivation must be avoided so that a person may be certified as having escaped poverty; to specify the monetary cost of avoiding deprivation with respect to each of the listed functionings; and to aggregate these costs in order to arrive at a money-metric poverty line. In principle, the poverty line would have to be computed separately for each individual (to reflect relevant interpersonal variations in the ability to convert resources into functionings). To keep the problem practically tractable, one may wish to define only group-specific poverty
lines (on the basis of geographical region of origin, for instance). The procedure advocated here has the (conceptual) advantage of dispensing altogether with the need for employing price indices for the purpose of ‘updating’ poverty lines: the choice of price index has played no small part in the controversies of spatial and temporal comparability of poverty estimates, as evidenced in the literature on both India’s poverty performance and the World Bank’s estimates of global poverty. What drives the ‘functionings-based’ approach to poverty identification, as we have seen, is the fact of inter-personal variations in the ability to convert resources into functionings. But this very source of distinctiveness of the approach could also well be its undoing from a pragmatic point of view. Take the case of India, for instance. To secure some desired measure of discrimination that militates against the present practice of employing a unique money-metric poverty line (corrected only for price variations) for the entire country, it may be desirable – resorting to geographical disaggregation – to have at least one poverty line for each district of the Indian Union. Given upward of 400 districts in India, this would entail specifying 400 poverty lines for the country at any given point of time – a task that cannot readily be imagined to be within the sphere of practical politics for the planning and monitoring agencies of any country.

One suspects that most practitioners would endorse the conceptual soundness of the ‘functionings approach’ to the poverty identification problem, but are deterred from implementing it precisely because of the practical difficulty of doing so. What is clearly easier to implement is a view of identification in which what is held invariant across comparison regimes is commodity bundles or real incomes. Having resorted to a feasible approach of identification, there is probably a tendency also to rationalize the outcome as being conceptually sound. However, such a tendency is vulnerable to a problem of logic – which is easily enough recognized once it is brought out into the open, but which is nevertheless seldom openly acknowledged. This logical problem can be described along the following lines.

As we have seen, many extant approaches to money-metric poverty identification would endorse the following principle, which I shall call Axiom 1:

\[ \text{Axiom 1. Other things remaining the same, a person who is certified to be non-poor in some time-period 1 must continue to be deemed non-poor in some other time-period 2 if his real income in period 2 is greater than in period 1, or, more demandingly, if his} \]
nominal income increases with no change in prices (the equivalent of an outward shift of the budget line in a two-commodities world).

Practitioners who subscribe to Axiom 1 are also unlikely to resist what we have called the ‘functionings approach’ to poverty identification. This approach can be summarized in terms of what I call Axiom 2:

**Axiom 2.** A person must be considered poor if her income is insufficient to achieve an identified set of functionings considered necessary in order to avoid deprivation.

The problem is that axioms 1 and 2 are not mutually compatible (Subramanian 2010). It is important to emphasize that it is not one’s claim that there exist actual, identifiable, named, flesh-and-blood individuals who have claimed the rightness of both Axioms 1 and 2 simultaneously. Rather, one is inviting a thought experiment in which analysts are imagined to be presented with Axioms 1 and 2 at different points of time (separated by a gap long enough to deny memory any role in the matter): it is plausible that the analysts will endorse both Axioms. For instance, it is widely believed that ‘first-order stochastic dominance’ is a sufficient guarantor of an unambiguous poverty judgment about the headcount ratio, in the following sense: if the cumulative density function of Distribution A lies somewhere below and nowhere above the cumulative density function of distribution B, then one can claim unambiguously that poverty as measured by the headcount ratio is no greater in Distribution A than in Distribution B, no matter what (positive) poverty line is employed. It is not readily apparent that subscription to this view will go hand-in-hand with opposition to the ‘functionings approach’ to identification. Yet, logically, the stochastic dominance result ought, typically, not to be persuasive to a votary of the ‘functionings approach’: for note that the result requires that the poverty line employed be the same for both distributions, whereas, under the ‘functionings approach’, the poverty line for distribution A could be so much higher than the poverty line for Distribution B that the headcount ratio for Distribution A could actually be higher than for Distribution B even though A first-order stochastically dominates B. To see how Axioms 1 and 2 could conflict with each other, consider the following simple example.
Suppose one takes rice and cloth to be commodities essential for achieving the functionings of avoiding hunger and appearing in public without shame. Consider a 2-commodity world comprising rice and cloth, and two points of time 1 and 2, in which the prices of the commodities remain unchanged, at Rs.2 per kilogram for rice and Rs.5 per yard for cloth. Suppose that, in period 1, it is determined that 5 kilograms of rice are needed to avoid hunger and that 2 yards of cloth are required to appear in public without shame. Then, by Axiom 1, the money-metric poverty line in period 1 would be Rs.20 (with Rs.10 needed to be spent on rice and Rs.10 on cloth). In period 2, let us suppose that less rice and more cloth are needed to escape deprivation (perhaps because the nature of work has become less manual and because the prevailing norms require more clothing to avoid shame); let us assume that the normative requirements of the two commodities in period 2 are 4 kilograms of rice and 3 yards of cloth respectively. Valued at Rs.2 per kilogram of rice and Rs.5 per yard of cloth, the money-metric poverty line under the ‘functionings approach’ would be Rs.23 in period 2. Imagine a person $j$ with an income of Rs.21 in period 1 and of Rs.22 in period 2. (These are also his real incomes in the two time periods, since prices have been assumed to remain constant.) Then, since $j$’s income (Rs.22) falls short of the poverty line in period 2 (Rs.23), $j$ is poor in period 2 according to Axiom 2. However, since $j$’s income is in excess of the poverty line in period 1, he is nonpoor in period 1 by Axiom 2, and since his real income has actually increased (to Rs.22) in period 2, he is nonpoor in period 2 by Axiom 1. Subscribing to both Axioms 1 and 2 yields the contradictory result that person $j$ is both poor and nonpoor in period 2.

Much of the confusion presiding over the various identification methodologies that have been reviewed in earlier sections can, I believe, be traced to a failure to explicitly acknowledge that principles of identification such as those captured in Axioms 1 and 2 are actually mutually incompatible; that the conceptually sound approach to the identification problem is the one constituted by what I have called he ‘functionings approach’; and that other approaches, involving invariance of the poverty standard in the space of real incomes or of commodity bundles, are conceptually dubious ways of reckoning a money-metric poverty line. To put things briefly, it would appear that the conceptually sound approach to identification is seriously handicapped by practical difficulties of implementation; and that conceptually doubtful approaches have tended to be deployed, without a proper acknowledgment of their logical inadequacies, simply because of the enormously
greater practical ease of their implementation. What is sound is infeasible, and what is feasible is unsound. This must account in no small part for the generally unsatisfactory state of the conventional identification-followed-by-aggregation approach to the measurement of money-metric poverty. In the next section, I consider a tentative alternative procedure for measuring and tracking poverty.

11. A TENTATIVE ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL FOR MEASURING POVERTY

In view of the severe difficulties posed by the identification problem, as reviewed in much of the preceding discussion, it is reasonable to ask if there may be an alternative approach to measuring income poverty, one that by-passes the identification exercise altogether. The problem has been considered in Subramanian (2009), who shows that certain real-valued indices of welfare advanced in the literature can actually be justified as fuzzy poverty indices. I do not get into the details of derivation here, but rather I advance one such particular measure. This measure (which can also be rationalized as a fuzzy poverty index) is in my view a useful summary route to conceptualizing an aspect of poverty that comprehends also the interesting policy objective of what has been called ‘pro-poor growth’ (or ‘inclusive growth’ more generally). The measure was originally advanced by Kaushik Basu (2000, 2006), and he refers to it as the ‘quintile income’, which is just the average income of the poorest 20 per cent of the population. I suggest that – despite the fact that it has its own conceptual difficulties – the quintile income measure has something to commend it, from the following considerations: (a) it can be justified as a poverty index, albeit from ‘fuzzy’ considerations (Subramanian 2009); (b) more directly, its concern with poverty is apparent from its concern with the income status of the poorest 20 per cent of the population; (c) its meaning is easy to comprehend, and it can also be related to the notion of ‘pro-poor growth’ in a fashion that will be explained below; and (d) though it does have conceptual limitations of its own, it is not clear that these are more crippling than those which attend the conventional identification-cum-aggregation approach to poverty measurement.

One pernicious consequence of the conventional approach to poverty measurement is that the identification exercise affords an enormous license for the manipulation of the poverty line in order to secure this or that end (high or low magnitudes of poverty, as the case may be; or sharply declining, or slowly declining,
or increasing trends, as the case may be). We have seen empirical instances, in the preceding review, of how the choice of poverty line can influence these crucial aspects of diagnosis of performance on the poverty front. This has implications, as noted earlier, for trends in money-metric poverty in India (the official estimates from 1977-78 suggest a pleasing trend decline, while Utsa Patnaik makes out a case for an increasing trend, on the bases, respectively, of choices of sets of poverty lines which cannot be privileged, one over the other, on the strength of superior intrinsic plausibility). Similarly, the choice of an International Poverty Line has critical implications for whether or not the world is on track in the matter of meeting its poverty-related Millennium Development Goal. A statistic like the quintile income is at least exempt from these sorts of problems of both diagnosis and manipulation.

To see how the quintile income may be useful in assessing and tracking poverty, consider the data on the growth rate of per capita average consumption expenditure in rural India from 1977-78 to 2004-05. Some of the information on trends in the mean consumption (call it $\mu$) and in the quintile income (call it $\mu^Q$) are available in Tables 2 and 3 of Subramanian (2009), whose own computations are based on the relevant NSSO Consumption Expenditure Surveys. Employing the Consumer Price Index of Agricultural Labourers as a price deflator, it turns out that the mean per capita consumption expenditure $\mu$ in 1977-78 (respectively, 2004-05) at 1977-78 prices was Rs.68.89 (respectively, Rs.90.35), while the corresponding figures for the quintile income $\mu^Q$ were, respectively, Rs.29.14 and Rs.44.91. The compound annual rate of growth in $\mu$ over the 27-year period 1977-78 to 2004-05 is 1.01 per cent, while the corresponding growth rate for $\mu^Q$ is 1.62 per cent. It might appear that the definitely higher growth rate of $\mu^Q$ compared to that of $\mu$ is a symptom of considerably egalitarian or inclusive growth, but before we come to that conclusion, it is instructive also to take into account the base with respect to which growth rates are computed: consider the case of a 2-person distribution (1,100) in period 1 which becomes (2,105) in period 2 – five-sixth of the additional income generated goes to the richer person, though the growth rate of his income is only 5 per cent, while the growth rate of the poorer person’s income is 100 per cent!

In assessing what might constitute ‘pro-poor growth’, it is useful to consider, by way of analogy, the problem of optimal budgetary intervention in poverty
alleviation schemes. The problem in question is then to identify the poverty-minimizing pattern of allocation of a fixed budget among the poor, subject to the constraint that no-one receives a sum in excess of her poverty gap, and no poor person is taxed. The solutions to this problem would obviously depend upon the objective function – here subsumed in the poverty measure. Without getting into the details of the solutions to this programming problem, it is useful to note that the class of ‘egalitarian’ solutions is constituted by those outcomes for which the poorer of two poor individuals never gets a smaller share of the budget. The least egalitarian of the egalitarian outcomes then would be one in which each person receives an equal share of the budgetary provision available. (Contrast this with the more egalitarian outcome in which the poor receive transfers in proportion to their shortfalls from the poverty line; an even more equality-embracing outcome is the so-called lexicographic maximin solution in which, starting with the poorest of the poor, we have a sequence of progressive and income-equalizing transfers until all the poor are raised to the maximum income compatible with the size of the budget, with the rest receiving no transfer at all.)

In a similar spirit, consider an economy with a population of $n_1$ and a mean income of $\mu_1$ in period 1, which increase, respectively, to a population of $n_2$ and a mean income of $\mu_2$ in period 2. The aggregate incomes in the two periods are then, respectively, $Y_1 = n_1 \mu_1$ and $Y_2 = n_2 \mu_2$, and let the increase in aggregate income be denoted by $\Delta = (Y_2 - Y_1)$. We can imagine we are in a situation similar to the problem of optimal budgetary intervention for poverty alleviation. We can ask: of all the possible ‘egalitarian’ distributions of $\Delta$ (which can be regarded as the fruit of growth), which is the least egalitarian? (By an ‘egalitarian distribution of $\Delta$ we simply mean one in which the poorer of two quantiles never receives a smaller share of the fruit of growth.) Suppose we decide, as a practical matter of convenience, to divide the population into quintiles. Then, the least egalitarian of the ‘egalitarian’ (or, interchangeably) ‘pro-poor’ stratagems of distribution of $\Delta$ is one in which each quintile receives a share of $\Delta/5$. (This is a weakened version of what Klasen 2008 calls ‘strong absolute pro-poor growth’.)

Applying these considerations to the data on quintile income, and using information on the size of India’s rural population from the Provisional Population Tables of the Census of India 2001, we can effect the following computations. As we
have seen earlier, and employing the subscripts 1 and 2 for the years 1977-78 and 2004-05 respectively, \( \mu_1 = \text{Rs}68.89 \) and \( \mu_2 = \text{Rs}90.35 \) (at 1977-78 prices). Census figures suggest that \( n_1 = 496.87 \) millions and \( n_2 = 786.5 \) millions. It follows that

\[
Y_1(= n_1\mu_1) = \text{Rs}34,229 \text{ millions} \quad \text{and} \quad Y_2(= n_2\mu_2) = \text{Rs}71,060 \text{ millions}, \]

whence

\[
\Delta(\equiv Y_2 - Y_1) = \text{Rs}36,830.91 \text{ millions}. \]

The share of \( \Delta \) which should go to the poorest quintile, in terms of the least egalitarian of the ‘inclusive’ patterns of distribution is \( \Delta/5 \), which works out to \text{Rs}7366.18 millions. The total income of the poorest quintile in 2004-05 ought then to be the sum of its equal share of the fruit of growth (\text{Rs}7366.18 millions) and its total income in 1977-78 (which is the product of the mean income \text{Rs}29.14 of the poorest quintile and its population of 99.37 millions, which works out to \text{Rs}2895.64 millions.) The total ‘desired’ aggregate income of the poorest quintile in 2004-05 then is \text{Rs}7366.18 millions + \text{Rs}2895.64 millions = \text{Rs}10,261.82 millions, whence the ‘desired’ mean income of the poorest quintile in 2004-05, given that its 2004-05 population is 157.3 millions, is \text{Rs}65.24 (= 10,261.82/157.3). To summarize: the actual quintile incomes in 1977-78 and 2004-05, at 1977-78 prices, were \text{Rs}29.14 and \text{Rs}44.91. The ‘desired’ or ‘warranted’ quintile income in 2004-05, at 1977-78 prices, is \text{Rs}65.24. The ‘warranted’ compound annual rate of growth of the quintile income over the 27-year period from 1977-78 to 2004-05 is a modest 3.03 per cent; the actual growth rate, at 1.62 per cent, was just about 54 per cent of the warranted growth rate. It is worth noting that what we call the warranted or desired growth rate is just the least egalitarian of the class of egalitarian distributions of the fruit of growth available. These findings, it would be fair to suggest, confirm what one would suspect to be a reasonably accurate description of the country’s experience with income poverty: namely that of a slow and plodding climb out of considerable income deprivation – which is very different both from buoyant official estimates of significant rates of decline of poverty and profoundly pessimistic accounts of increasing poverty.

Briefly, there may be something to be said for measuring money-metric poverty in terms of the quintile income, and of monitoring its performance by setting targeted rates of growth for the quintile income, in accordance with clearly articulated patterns of pro-poor distribution of the anticipated fruit of growth. The claim is not that such a view of poverty is exempt from conceptual niggles. But neither is the more conventional approach of identification and aggregation so exempt. Apart from this,
the alternative proposal is amenable to simple and straightforward interpretation, it incorporates a workable notion of ‘inclusive growth’, and it is not vulnerable to the temptations of manipulation.

12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is conventional, in the measurement of money-metric poverty, to address two exercises – those of identification and aggregation. The identification exercise is concerned with specifying who the poor are in a society, and operationally, this requires specifying a poverty line designed to separate the poor from the non-poor segments of a population. The aggregation exercise requires putting together information on the distribution of incomes and the poverty line in order to arrive at a numerical representation of the extent of poverty in the society under review. It is the first of these two exercises – that of identification – to which the present paper has been addressed.

In order that poverty comparisons of distributions may be meaningful, we need to ensure that the poverty standard that is employed for identifying the poor is invariant. But invariant in which space? Amartya Sen has argued persuasively that we ought to seek this invariance in the space of functionings, a functioning being a state of being or doing. A deprivation standard specified absolutely in the space of functionings is compatible with its being specified relativistically in the space of incomes or resources. This is because of the fairly widespread existence of interpersonal variations in the ability to convert resources or incomes into functionings. Many analysts subscribe to this notion, and yet specify poverty lines which are invariant in the space of real incomes (incomes, that is, adjusted for price changes), or in the space of commodity bundles. The use of ‘stochastic dominance’ reasoning to obtain unambiguous poverty rankings of distributions is an example of this implicit resort to seeking invariance in the space of incomes as the appropriate identification procedure to rely upon. Often enough – and as just mentioned – both the ‘capability/functioning’ approach and the ‘real income’ approach are simultaneously (implicitly) endorsed – without, apparently, recognizing that a logical contradiction could be involved in such a viewpoint. A first concern that is worth addressing is that of sorting out this analytical difficulty.

It is interesting to note that the ‘capability/functioning’ approach to specifying a money-metric poverty line is more often than not observed in the breach in applied
work. A first major example of deviation from this approach has been the manner in which the poverty line (in the space of consumption expenditure) has been specified in official estimates of poverty in India – and (at least implicitly) subscribed to by a number of independent academic scholars. Various approaches to specifying a money-metric poverty line for India, by both official agencies and independent practitioners, have been sought to be critically appraised in this essay, covering the experience over the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and the first decade of the 2000s. A method employed by the Indian Planning Commission and substantially endorsed by an Expert Group of the Planning Commission in 1993 has been the basis of poverty trends computed through the 70s, 80s, 90s, and the first decade of the new millennium. A peculiar feature of this identification strategy is that the poverty line has been claimed to be anchored in a nutritional norm (specified in terms of calorific intake), and yet, there has been a steady over-time drift in calorie consumption, at the officially stipulated money-metric poverty lines, from its normative level. The analytics of this muddle are worth explicating and interpreting, and this has been attempted in the present work. Of substantial related interest is that, a new Expert Group set up by the Indian Planning Commission has come up with a new methodology of identification. This methodology, it can be argued, avoids the specific errors of the preceding methodology, but imports a different dimension of arbitrariness into its advocated identification procedure.

Other salient examples of deviations from the ‘capability/functioning’ approach to the identification problem would include the methodologies adopted in this regard by the United States Federal Government’s ‘poverty thresholds’ and the World Bank’s ‘dollar-a-day’ international poverty lines. These approaches have also been sought to be briefly described and critically interpreted.

As has been noted earlier, the *raison d’etre* of the ‘capability/functioning’ approach to identification resides in the observed fact of interpersonal variations in the rate at which resources can be transformed into functioning outcomes. A proper deference to this approach would therefore require, at the least – in the context of a country like India – a sufficiently spatially discriminated set of poverty lines. Employing the *district* as a reasonably disaggregated level of spatial differentiation, one would still require upwards of 400 poverty lines – one for each district – in order to do some justice to the capability approach. This is vastly easier to say than to do. One is therefore confronted with the conundrum that conceptually sound approaches
to identification tend to fall foul of feasibility constraints, while relatively easily implementable approaches are less than analytically compelling. Is there then a case for some alternative approach to measuring poverty, one which bypasses the identification problem?

One possible approach – while taking due note of its many deficiencies – is to simply look at the magnitudes of, and trends in, what Kaushik Basu has called ‘the quintile income’, or average income of the poorest 20 per cent of the population. It can be argued that while not being a ‘poverty index’ in the conventionally understood sense of the term, there is nevertheless a case for viewing the quintile income as a summary statistic that does focus on aspects, simultaneously, of poverty, inequality, and inclusive growth. Given the many analytical and practical difficulties attending the generation of credible (conventional) poverty estimates, it may be useful to explore the possibilities of an alternative approach to the problem, involving the use of the quintile income statistic, a discussion of its uses, and a review of its deficiencies. This has been attempted in the paper.

To conclude: this essay has been concerned to explore certain aspects of both the analytics of poverty identification and the empirical history of its evolution in particular settings, covering the experience of India, principally, and in smaller measure that of the United States and the World Bank. It has also attempted to present a practical proposal for simplifying the measurement of money-metric poverty, one which by-passes the identification exercise.
APPENDIX 1

The Effect on the Headcount Ratio of ‘Adjusting’ the Expenditure Distribution

In working out the temporal behaviour of the headcount ratio consequent upon ‘adjusting’ the expenditure distribution, it is useful to note a set of facts peculiar to the Indian situation of the time under discussion. These facts would include the following: (a) the ratio of the CSO mean to the NSS mean was lower in 1977-78 than in 1983-84 – the two ratios being, respectively, 1.09 and 1.22; (b) the NSS distributions have displayed a certain stationarity in the real mean over time – the 1977-78 and 1983-84 means at 1960-61 prices, using the CPIAL as price deflator, being, respectively, Rs.21.27 and Rs.21.54; and (c) the NSS distributions do not exhibit an increase in inequality in 1983-84 vis-à-vis 1977-78 – the Gini coefficients of inequality in the two years being, respectively, 0.30 and 0.34 (which, with a bit of license, we can interpret in terms of inter-temporally unvarying Lorenz curves).

Observations (a), (b) and (c) will be used in the following stylized examination of the consequences of working with ‘adjusted’ expenditure distributions.

Let \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_i, \ldots, x_m) \) be an ordered \( m \)-vector of individual expenditure levels in period 1, with \( x_i \leq x_{i+1} (i = 1, \ldots, m-1) \). Let \( \mathbf{y} = (y_1, \ldots, y_i, \ldots, y_n) \) be similarly defined for period 2, with \( n \neq m \), to take account of population change. The vectors \( \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{y} \) may be seen as corresponding to the NSS expenditure distributions in 1977-78 and 1983-84 respectively. Let the ratio of the CSO mean to the NSS mean in time periods 1 and 2 be denoted by \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \) respectively, with \( 1 \delta_1 < \delta_2 \) in conformity with observation (a) made earlier. The ‘adjusted’ expenditure vectors in time periods 1 and 2 will then be given, respectively, by \( \mathbf{x}^A = \delta_1 \mathbf{x} \) and \( \mathbf{y}^A = \delta_2 \mathbf{y} \). Let \( \lambda \) be the ratio of the price level in period 2 to the price level in period 1, so that if \( z \) is the poverty line at current prices in period 1, \( \lambda z \) is the poverty line at current prices in period 2. Letting \( q(\mathbf{x}; z) \) and \( q(\mathbf{y}; \lambda z) \) stand for the numbers of people in poverty corresponding to the NSS distributions in periods 1 and 2 respectively, given that the poverty lines at current prices in the two periods are \( z \) and \( \lambda z \) respectively, the headcount ratios in the two periods can be written, respectively, as \( q(\mathbf{x}; z) / m \) and \( q(\mathbf{y}; \lambda z) / n \). Assuming a non-increasing change in the headcount ratio from period 1
to period 2, and a positive headcount ratio in period 2, let $\sigma_i$ stand for the proportionate change over the two time periods, so that

$$\text{(A1.1)} \quad \sigma_i = \left[ \frac{(x(z)/m) - (y(\lambda z)/n)}{(x(z)/m)} \right]; \quad 0 \leq \sigma_i \leq 1.$$ 

Next, let $q(x^A; z)$ and $q(y^A; \lambda z)$ denote the numbers of people in poverty corresponding to the `adjusted' expenditure distributions in periods 1 and 2 respectively, given that the poverty lines at current prices in the two periods are $z$ and $\lambda z$ respectively. Note that if the $x_i$ and the $y_i$ in the vectors $x$ and $y$ are sufficiently `densely packed' – this is awkward terminology, occasioned by the fact that we are dealing with discrete distributions – then it should follow straightforwardly that the headcount ratios corresponding to the `adjusted' expenditure distributions will be smaller than those corresponding to the NSS distributions, viz., $q(x^A; z)/m < q(x; z)/m$ and $q(y^A; \lambda z)/n < q(y; \lambda z)/n$. (This is just a matter of first-order stochastic dominance.) Further, define the quantities $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ as follows:

$$\text{(A1.2)} \quad \beta_1 = \frac{q(x^A; z)}{q(x; z)} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta_2 = \frac{q(y^A; \lambda z)}{q(y; \lambda z)}, \quad \text{with} \quad \beta_1, \beta_2 < 1.$$ 

$\beta_i (i = 1, 2)$ is just the ratio of the headcount ratio corresponding to the adjusted expenditure vector to the headcount ratio corresponding to the NSS expenditure vector in time period $i$. What can we say of the relative magnitudes of $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$?

In order to answer this question we take note of the fact that the slope of the Lorenz curve at any point corresponding to an expenditure level $x$ is given by $x/\mu$ where $\mu$ is the mean of the distribution. At period 1 prices, the poverty line is $z$, while at period 2 prices, it is $\lambda z$. If $\mu$ is the mean of the NSS distribution in period 1 at period 1 prices, then, in line with observation (b), $\lambda \mu$ is the mean of the NSS distribution in period 2 at period 2 prices. A somewhat stringent – and also inexact, if simplifying – translation of observation (c) would be to require that the Lorenz curves for the distributions $x$ and $y$ coincide. The headcount ratio corresponding to the `adjusted' distribution $x^A$ will then be given by the horizontal ordinate of that point on the Lorenz curve at which the slope of the curve is $z/\delta \mu$; similarly, the headcount
ratio corresponding to the ‘adjusted’ distribution \( y^A \) will be given by the horizontal ordinate of that point on the Lorenz curve at which the slope of the curve is \( \lambda z / \lambda \delta_2 \mu \). Since, by assumption, the Lorenz curves for both distributions \( x^A \) and \( y^A \) coincide, and since \( \delta_1 < \delta_2 \) so that \( z / \delta_1 \mu > z / \delta_2 \mu \), the point at which the slope of the Lorenz curve is greater (viz. at which the slope is \( z / \delta_1 \mu \)) will be to the right of the point at which the slope is smaller (viz. at which the slope is \( z / \delta_2 \mu \)). In other words, the headcount ratio corresponding to the distribution \( x^A \) will be closer (than the headcount ratio corresponding to the distribution \( y^A \)) to the headcount ratio shared by the distributions \( x \) and \( y \). That is to say, precisely, that \( \beta_1 \) will be greater than \( \beta_2 \).

Next, let \( \sigma_2 \) be the proportionate decline in the headcount ratios corresponding to the ‘adjusted’ expenditure vectors \( x^A \) and \( y^A \) over the periods 1 to 2:

\[
 \sigma_2 = \left[ \frac{(q(x^A; z) / m) - (q(y^A; \lambda z) / n)}{(q(x^A; z) / m)} \right].
\]

Making use of (A1.1), (A1.2) and (A1.3), a little bit of manipulation will yield:

\[
 \sigma_2 - \sigma_1 = \frac{\beta_1 - \beta_2}{\beta_1}(1 - \sigma_1) / \beta_1,
\]

which is positive, since \( \beta_1, (\beta_1 - \beta_2) \) and \( (1 - \sigma_1) \) are all positive. We are now in a position to state the following proposition:

**Proposition.** Under the conditions discussed above, and other things remaining equal, (i) the headcount ratios corresponding to the ‘adjusted’ expenditure distributions will be smaller than those corresponding to the NSS distributions; and (ii) the proportionate decline over two time periods of the headcount ratio will be greater for the ‘adjusted’ than for the NSS distributions.
APPENDIX 2

Basic Demand Theory and Poverty Identification

As noted in the text, the 1993 Expert Group endorsed the 1979 Task Force’s procedure of fixing the poverty line in 1973-74 in terms of the observed level of consumption expenditure at which the calorific norm was realized, and recommended that the poverty lines in subsequent years should be determined by simply revaluing the 1973-74 poverty line consumption bundle at current prices. The implications of this approach for the notion that the poverty line is uniformly anchored in a nutritional norm are examined in this Appendix. In particular, it will be shown that under plausible circumstances, and as one moves further away from the reference year 1973-74, the official poverty line may not be large enough to support a choice of nutritional attainment that will meet the norm of nutritional adequacy. The Appendix attempts to achieve its end by presenting a simple story of consumer behaviour – that of elementary textbook demand theory – in order to explain how the poverty line is derived in the reference year and determined in subsequent years. The ingredients of the story will be kept as simple as possible, so that the emphasis is only on the underlying logic and not on any complexity of needless detail.

With this in mind, it is postulated that there are only two goods in the economy – food \((x)\) and non-food \((y)\). It is assumed that the norm of nutritional adequacy can be fixed directly in terms of a desired quantity of \(x\), which will be designated by \(x^0\). The prices of food and non-food are \(p^x\) and \(p^y\) respectively. Income is represented by \(m\). Every agent is assumed to possess a utility function \(U\) defined on the quantities of the two commodities she consumes: \(U = U(x, y)\); and the customary restrictions on the first and second partial derivatives with respect to each of the arguments of the utility function will be assumed to hold, viz. \(U_x, U_y > 0\) and \(U_{xx}, U_{yy} < 0\). To make things even simpler, one can specialize the utility function to the familiar Cobb-Douglas form: \(U(x, y) = x^{\alpha}y^{1-\alpha}, 0 < \alpha < 1\). The agent’s budget constraint is given by the equation \(p^x x + p^y y = m\). The consumer is assumed to maximize his utility by appropriate choice of \(x\) and \(y\), subject to his budget constraint. That is, he solves the following problem:
Maximize $U(x, y) = x^\alpha y^{1-\alpha}$

\{x, y\}

s.t. $p^x x + p^y y = m$.

An application of standard elementary optimization techniques will yield the following solution to the problem:

\[(A2.1) \; x^*(p^x, m) = \alpha m / p^x, \; y^*(p^y, m) = (1-\alpha)m / p^y.\]

The poverty line is derived by computing that level of income (given the prices of the two commodities) at which it is optimal for the consumer to purchase the normatively prescribed quantity of food, $x^0$. Call this level of income $m^*$. Then, in view of (A2.1), it is immediate that

\[(A2.2) \; m^* = x^0 p^x / \alpha.\]

Further, and again in view of (A2.2), the optimal commodity bundle of the person with the poverty line income of $m^*$ will be given by

\[(A2.3) \; x^*(p^x, m^*) = x^0, \; y^*(p^y, m^*) = (1-\alpha)m^* / p^y.\]

Let $t = 1$ be the reference year in which the poverty line is determined in relation to consumer behaviour, as described above. Using the sub-script 1 to indicate that we are speaking of the reference year, (A2.3) can be rewritten as:

\[(A2.3') \; x_1^*(p_1^x, m_1^*) = x^0, \; y_1^*(p_1^y, m_1^*) = (1-\alpha_1)m_1^* / p_1^y.\]

\[(A2.3')\] now represents the `poverty commodity bundle`: any level of income, in any other year, at which the commodity bundle $(x^0, (1-\alpha_1)m_1^* / p_1^y)$ can be afforded, will be regarded to be sufficient to avoid poverty in that year. That is to say, if $p_i^x$ and $p_i^y$ are the respective prices of food and non-food in year $t$, and if year 1 is employed as the `reference’ year, then the poverty line in year $t$ at current prices – in accordance
with the Planning Commission methodology – will be taken to be represented by the income level $m_i^0(t)$, defined as:

\[ (A2.4) \quad m_i^0(t) \equiv p_i^x x^0 + p_i^y (1 - \alpha_i) m_i^* / p_i^y. \]

Next, consider the two successive periods of time $t = 1$ and $t = 2$. Is there any guarantee that a person with a period 2 income of $m_i^0(t) \equiv p_i^x x^0 + p_i^y (1 - \alpha_i) m_i^* / p_i^y$ (as in (A2.4)) will actually consume the nutritionally normative quantity $x^0$ of $x$ in period 2? No, not unless the factors which determine his optimal choice of $x$ and $y$ – namely his preferences and the relative prices of the two commodities - remain the same in period 2 as in period 1. We consider taste changes first, keeping prices and income fixed.

In particular, consider an individual for whom $p_{21}^* = p_{11}^* = p_{12}^*, p_{22}^* = p_{11}^*, m_2 = m_1 = m_i^*$, but $\alpha_2 < \alpha_1$, viz. the only thing which has changed in period 2 vis-à-vis period 1 is the shape of the individual’s preference function: he now has a more urgent desire for non-food over food than previously, that is, the substitutability of food for non-food has declined. It is clear then that his optimal consumption of food in period 2 (vide equation (A2.1)) will be given by

\[ (A2.5) \quad x_2^* = \alpha_2 m_i^* / p_2^* = \alpha_2 m_i^* / p_1^* \quad \text{(since } p_2^* = p_1^* \text{ by assumption)}. \]

But we know from (A2.1) and (A2.3') that

\[ (A2.6) \quad x_1^* = \alpha_1 m_i^* / p_1^* = x^0, \]

whence, in view of (A2.5) and (A2.6):

\[ (7) \quad x_2^* / x^0 = \alpha_2 / \alpha_1 < 1, \text{ since, ex hypothesi, } \alpha_2 < \alpha_1. \]

The `dual' of the above result is that the income that will be required in period 2 such that it would be optimal, with this income, to consume $x^0$ quantity of $x$, is greater
than $m_1^*$. For, note from (A2.2) that the required income – call it $m_2^*$ – is given by

$$m_2^* = x^0 \frac{p_x^*}{\alpha_2} > m_1^* = x^0 \frac{p_1^*}{\alpha_1},$$

since $\alpha_2 < \alpha_1$ (and $p_x^* = p_1^*$).

Next, we keep preferences and `real’ income constant and examine what happens with a change in relative prices. Specifically, imagine that the coefficient in the Cobb-Douglas utility function is the same, at $\alpha_1$, in both periods 1 and 2; and that the price of food in period 2 has increased faster than the price of non-food in period 2, so that, say, $p_x^2 = \rho p_1^x$ and $p_y^2 = \gamma p_1^y$, with $\rho > \gamma > 1$. Consider an individual with income $m_1^*$ in period 1, which rises to a level $m_2^*$ in period 2 such that the `poverty line commodity bundle’ of $(x^0, y_1^*)$ is just exactly affordable at the period 2 prices of $x$ and $y$, $p_x^2$ and $p_y^2$ respectively. That is, we suppose that

$$m_2^* = m_2^0(1) = p_x^2 x^0 + p_y^2 (1-\alpha_1)m_1^* / p_1^y$$

(see equation (A2.4)). Would this income suffice to ensure that the person will optimally consume $x^0$ quantity of $x$ in period 2? No: for – in view of (A2.1) –

$$x_2^* = \alpha_1 m_2^* / p_2^* = (\alpha_1 / p_2^*) m_2^0(1) = (\alpha_1 / p_2^*) [p_x^2 x^0 + p_y^2 (1-\alpha_1)m_1^* / p_1^y]$$

(obtained by substituting for $m_2^0(1)$ from (A2.4)) = $(\alpha_1 / p_2^*) [p_x^2 x^0 + p_y^2 (1-\alpha_1)(x^0 p_1^x / \alpha_1) / p_1^y]$

(obtained by substituting for $m_1^*$ from (A2.2)) = $\alpha_1 x^0 + (1-\alpha_1)(p_1^x / p_2^*) (p_1^y / p_1^y) x^0 = [\alpha_1 + (1-\alpha_1)(\gamma / \rho)] x^0 < x^0$, since $\gamma < \rho$ by assumption. What is at work is just the `substitution effect’ of standard demand theory: at the optimum, less of the commodity whose price has risen faster, and more of the commodity whose price has risen more slowly, will be consumed. Further, the income required in period 2 to permit $x^0$ quantity of $x$ to be consumed optimally will be greater than $m_2^0(1)$: this income level – call it $m_2^*$ - is given (see equation (A2.2) again) by:

$$m_2^* = x^0 p_x^2 / \alpha_1 = \rho x^0 p_1^x / \alpha_1 = \rho m_1^* > m_2^0(1) = [\rho \alpha + \gamma (1-\alpha)] m_1^*,$$

since $\rho > \gamma$.

There is another important issue to be considered in the present context: this has to do with the fact that certain non-food commodities which were initially ‘free’, in the sense, for instance, of belonging to a pool of common property resources, begin, over time, to become priced commodities that have to be purchased in the market (see Mehta and Venkatraman 2000). The case of firewood in the rural areas is a relevant example of the phenomenon under review. In terms of the analytical construct that has been employed here, it may be useful to think of the non-food
commodity \((y)\) as firewood fuel. Suppose a quantity \(y^0\) of \(y\) is available `free’, as a common property resource. The consumer then has to pay a price \(p^y\) per unit of \(y\) only for every unit consumed in excess of \(y^0\). The consumer’s budget constraint then becomes: 
\[ p^x x + p^y \max\{(y - y^0), 0\} = m, \]
and his optimization problem can be written as:

Maximize \(U(x, y) = x^\alpha y^{1-\alpha} \)
\[
\{x, y\}
\]
\[\text{s.t. } p^x x + p^y \max\{(y - y^0), 0\} = m.\]

It can be verified that the optimal solution to this problem is given by

(A2.8) \[ x^* (p^x, p^y, m) = (\alpha / p^x)(m + p^y y^0), y^* (p^x, p^y, m) = y^0 + [(1 - \alpha) / p^y] m. \]

The poverty line, as before, is that level of income \(m^*\) at which (given the prices of the commodities), it is optimal for the consumer to purchase \(x^0\) quantity of \(x\), whence, in view of (A2.8),

(A2.9) \[ m^* = p^x x^0 / \alpha - p^y y^0. \]

Employing the subscript 1 for the reference year, it follows from (A2.8) and (A2.9) that the `poverty commodity bundle’ in year 1 is given by

(A2.10) \[ x^*_1 (p^x_1, p^y_1, m^*_1) = x^0, y^*_1 (p^x_1, p^y_1, m^*_1) = y^0_1 + [(1 - \alpha_1) / p^y_1] m^*_1. \]

Suppose now that in year 2 prices, income and tastes all remain the same as in year 1, but that the availability of the common property resource has dwindled from \(y^0_1\) to \(y^0_2\), necessitating a greater dependence on the market for the consumption of \(y\). In particular, we suppose that \(p^x_1 = p^x_2 = p^x\) (say), \(p^y_1 = p^y_2 = p^y\) (say), \(m_2 = m^*_1\), \(\alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \alpha\) (say), and \(y^0_2 < y^0_1\). It is clear, given this situation, that the poverty line
income in year 2 which is compatible with the official methodology is \( m_1^* \), and that the optimal consumption of \( x \) in year 2 will be given (in view of (A2.8)) by

\[
x_2^*(p_2^*, p_2^0, m_2) = (\alpha / p_x)(m_1^* + p^x y_2^0) < x^0 = (\alpha / p_x)(m_1^* + p^x y_1^0), \text{ since } y_2^0 < y_1^0 \text{ by assumption.}
\]

Further, the income which will be required in year 2 to induce optimal consumption of \( x^0 \) quantity of \( x \) will be greater than the poverty line level of income allowed by the official methodology, for – given (A2.9) – one has:

\[
m_2^* = p^x x^0 / \alpha - p^y y_2^0 > m_1^* = p^x x^0 / \alpha - p^y y_1^0, \text{ since } y_2^0 < y_1^0.
\]
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